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Origin of a classical space in quantum inhomogeneous
models
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The origin of a classical background geometry in the quantum vacuum
inhomogeneous master model is investigated. It is shown that the back-
ground appears at the moment when the horizon size has the order of
the characteristic scale of the inhomogeneity of the universe and that
the local anisotropy can be described by small perturbations. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!00119-9#

PACS numbers: 98.80.Cq, 04.60.2m, 02.40.2k

It is widely recognized that the most realistic models of the early universe hav
contain an inflationary epoch.1,2 Such an epoch is known to have energy sca

H5ȧ/a;1025mpl much below the Planck energy, and at these scales the space–t
believed to have a classical nature. In particular, this is the main basis for the sem
sical description of the early universe~e.g., see Ref. 3 and references therein!. However,
the quantum boundary~the moment of origin of a stable classical background geome!
is not so well defined as is commonly believed now. In general the moment whe
space–time acquires a semiclassical nature has to depend on the initial conditions
a free parameter in quantum cosmology.

We note that the problem of the origin of a classical background does not coin
with the problem of the quasi-classical limit in quantum gravity and cosmology. Ind
quantum nonlinear inhomogeneous gravitational fields near the singularity has
shown to be described by stationary states4 ~see also the multidimensional case in Ref.!.
Therefore, there is no difficulty in constructing high-frequency wave packets and co
ering the quasi-classical limit, regardless of how close to the singularity the univer
However, the background geometry was shown to be absent near the singularity~it turns
out to be hidden under pure quantum fluctuations4!. In fact the moment of origin of a
background depends upon the particular choice of an initial quantum state and the
appears as a free parameter. In the present paper we study the origin of a cl
background in vacuum long-wavelength asymptotic models6 Li@Lh , whereLi and Lh

are, respectively, the characteristic scale of the inhomogeneity of the gravitationa
and the horizon size~we note that in quantum gravity the horizon size and the scal
inhomogeneity should be understood to mean the corresponding mean values! and show
that the stable background appears at the moment when the horizon size reaches t
of the inhomogeneityLi;Lh . Such an estimate remains also valid in the quasi-class
475 4750021-3640/97/070475-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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limit. In chaotic inflationary scenarios2,7 this means that the inflationary epoch sta
when the semiclassical approximation is not valid. We consider the ADM~Arnowitt–
Deser–Misner! scheme of quantization,8 since in this case we avoid the problem of t
probabilistic interpretation when considering the matter sources and, besides, this s
represents the only rigorous way to treat the case when a part of the univers
recollapse.3

Near the singularity the behavior of the long-wavelength inhomogeneous gra
tional field can be described in the approximation of deep oscillations4,6 as follows. The
metric tensor has the representation in the Kasner-like form

ds25N2dt22R2 (
a51

3

exp$qa%~ l a
adxa1Nadt!2, ~1!

wherel a
a(x) are Kasner vectors (detl a

a51) and we have separated out a slow functi
of time, R, which characterizes the absolute value of the metric functions9,10 and is
specified by initial conditions~see below!. Near the singularity it is convenient to mak
use of the following parametrization of the scale functions:6

qa5Qa ln g; ( Qa51 , ~2!

where the anisotropy parametersQq and lng5(qa can be expressed in terms of a new s
of variablest, yi ( i 51,2) as follows:

Qa~y!5
1

3S 11
2yiAi

a

11y2D , ln g523e2t
11y2

12y2
, ~3!

whereAi
a is a constant matrix~see, e.g., Ref. 6!. The parametrization~3! has the range

y2,1 and2`,t,` (0<g<1), and an appropriate choice of the functionR allows
one to cover by this parametrization all of the classically allowed region of the con
ration space.

The evolution~rotation! of Kasner vectors is completely determined by the mom
tum constraints,11 while the evolution of scale functions is described by the action~we
use Planckian unitsmpl516p ~see Refs. 4,6! and fix the gaugeNa50)

I 5E H S P
]y

]t
1h

]t

]t D2
N

6R3Ag
e2t @«22h216e22tV~t,y!#J d3xdt, ~4!

where«25( 1
4)(12y2)2P2 and the potential termV 5R6g(23R) (3R is the scalar cur-

vature with the metric~1!! has the following decomposition

V5R4 (
A51

k

lAgsA, ~5!

where the coefficientslA are functions of all the dynamical variables~and slow functions
of ln g) and characterize the initial degree of inhomogeneity of the gravitational field,
sabc511Qa2Qb2Qc , bÞc. In the approximation of deep oscillationsg!1 this po-
tential can be modeled by a set of potential walls
476 476JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 7, 10 Oct. 1997 A. A. Kirillov and G. Montani
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gsA→u`@sA~Q!#5H 1`, sA,0,

0, sA.0,
~6!

and is independent of the Kasner vectorsV`5(u`(Qa).

By solving the Hamiltonian constraintH50 in ~4! we define the ADM action
reduced to the physical sector as follows:

I 5E S Py•
dy

dt
2HADM Dd3xdt, ~7!

whereHADM[2h56A«216 e22tV is the ADM energy density andt plays the role of
time (ṫ51) which corresponds to the gaugeNADM5(3R3Ag/HADM)e22t. The sign of
HADM depends on the initial conditions and is determined from the requirement
HADM is a differentiable function of the coordinates~the positive sign ofHADM corre-
sponds to expanding regions of the space!.

The condition of applicability of the approximation~6! can be written as follows

«2@6e22tV ~8!

as Qa.d.0 (d!1). Thus, from the condition that the approximation of deep osci
tions ~6! breaks down at the momentg;1, one finds that the functionR should be
chosen as follows:R45(«2/6l)e2t ~wherel5u(lAu), and the inequality~8! readsg!1.

The synchronous cosmological time is related tot by the equationdt5NADMdt,
from which we find the estimateAg;t/t0, wheret05cLiA«Li , Li

2;1/l is a character-
istic scale of the inhomogeneity,« is the ADM energy density («5 const!, andc is a
slow ~logarithmic! function of time (c;1 asg→1). Thus, in the synchronous time th
upper limit of the approximation~6! is t;t0. We note that from the physical viewpointt0

corresponds to the moment when the horizon size reaches the characteristic s
inhomogeneity, and both terms in the Hamiltonian constraint~the kinetic and potentia
terms! have the same order.

The physical sector of the configuration space~variablesy) is a realization of the
Lobachevsky plane and the potentialV` limits the partK 5$Qa>0%. Quantization of
this system can be carried out as follows. The ADM density of energy represe
constant of motion and, therefore, we can define stationary states as solutions

eigenvalue problem for the set of Laplace–Beltrami operators«2(x)5D(x)1( 1
4)P(x)

~see Refs. 4 and 5!

S D1kn
21

1

4
PDwn~y!50, wnu]K50, ~9!

where the Laplacian operatorD is constructed via the metricd l 25hi j dyidyj

5r 2(4(dy)2/(12y2)2), r andP are determined through a renormalization procedure~in
the discrete approximation one can definer 5(Dx)3, P51/r 214k0

2, so that in the ground
state«050). The eigenstateswn are classified by the integer-valued functionn(x) and
obey the orthogonality and normalization relations
477 477JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 7, 10 Oct. 1997 A. A. Kirillov and G. Montani
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K
wn* ~y!wm~y!Dm~y!5dnm , ~10!

where

Dm~y!5)
x

1

p
Ahd2y~x!, K5)

x
K~x!,

andp is the volume ofK(x). Thus, an arbitrary solutionC to the Schro¨dinger equation
i ]tC5HADMC takes the form

C5(
n

An exp~2 iH nt!wn~y!, ~11!

where Hn5*knd3x, and theAn are arbitrary constants ((nuAnu251) which are to be
specified by initial conditions. The probability distribution for the variablesy has the
standard formP(y,t)5uC(y,t)u2, which coincides with that in Ref. 5, derived on th
basis of the Newton–Wigner states. The functionn(x) plays the role of filling numbers
for frozen nonlinear gravitational waves whose wavelengths exceed the horizon siz~the
density of excitations for the local anisotropy4,12!. The eigenstateswn define stationary~in
terms of the anisotropy parametersQ(y)) quantum states and, in the caseHn.0, de-
scribe an expanding universe with a fixed energy density of the anisotropy.

For an arbitrary quantum stateC one can determine the background metric^ds2&.
However, such a background is stable and has meaning only when the quantum fl
tions around it are small. In the caseg!1 the fluctuations well exceed the avera
metric, and the background is hidden.4 Indeed, in this case for the moments of sca
functions one can find the estimate~in the same way as in Ref. 5!

^ai
m&5^Rmg

m
2 Qi&;Di~m,t!expS m15

2
t D , ~12!

where the functionDi(m,t) depends upon the choice of the initial quantum state.

Consider now an arbitrary stationary statewn which gives the stationary probabilit
distributionP(y)5uwnu2. In this caseD5 bkn

m/2(Li
m/2)n is a constant, where the chara

teristic scale of inhomogeneity (Li
m/2)n derives from the momentum constraints andb

comes from the uncertainty in the operator ordering. Thus for the intensity of qua
fluctuations one obtains the expression^d2&5(^a2&/^a&221);e25/2t, which is divergent
in the limit g→0 (t→2`) and explicitly shows the instability of the average geome
for g!1. The intensity of quantum fluctuations reaches the orderd;1 at the moment
t;(Li

3/2)nAkn (g;1) when the anisotropy functions can be described by small pe
bationsai

25R2(11Qi ln g1 . . . ) and theuniverse acquires a quasi-isotropic charac
This moment can be considered as the moment of origin of a stable classical backg

Consider now the case of quasi-classical states. Classical trajectories of this s
have been shown to have a chaotic behavior,6 which leads to an additional rapid sprea
ing of an arbitrary initial wave packet~e.g., see Ref. 13 and references therein!. An
arbitrary initial quantum uncertainty increases asDG;DG0eS, whereS5(t2t0) is the
geodesic path, and quickly reaches the maximum valueGmax;2p2^H& ~whereGmax is
478 478JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 7, 10 Oct. 1997 A. A. Kirillov and G. Montani
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the phase volume!.b! Thus the picture in which the center of the wave packet trace
classical trajectory remains valid during the periodDt5 ln(Gmax /DG0). In quantum
theory the minimum valueDG0;1, and hence one findsDtmax; ln n̄ where n̄ is the
average density of excitations corresponding to the energy^H&. After the periodDtmax

the functionDi(m,t) in ~12! becomes almost constant and we have the situation
scribed earlier.

We point out that the periodDtmax can be arbitrary large~depending upon a par
ticular choice of initial conditions!. This means that in the problem of a cosmologic
collapse the picture in which the universe is a classical object can be valid up to
trarily small timest!tpl . However, in the cosmological expansion problem the unive
spends an infinite period of timet starting from the singularity, and therefore an arbitra
initial wave packet will spread over the whole configuration space, and the clas
picture is invalid.

In conclusion we stress that in the presence of matter the quantum evolution
inhomogeneous universe requires a separate analysis; however, it is a general fact
stable background appears at the moment when the local anisotropy can be rega
perturbations.

This research was supported in part~for A. A. K ! by the Russian Fund for Funda
mental Research under Grant 95-02-04935 and the Russian research project ‘‘Cos
crophysics.’’

a!e-mail: kirillov@focus.nnov.su
b!WhenDG;Gmax the exponential behavior is replaced by a power law,13 but this does not significantly alter al

the subsequent estimates.
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femtosecond laser pulse
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Laser satellites are detected in the emission spectra of magnesium and
aluminum plasmas produced by femtosecond laser pulses. This is made
possible by the realization of picosecond time resolution in a high-
luminosity x-ray spectrograph with a spherically curved mica crystal.
The temporal characteristics of these newly recorded spectral lines
show unequivocally that they are formed as a result of nonlinear pro-
cesses. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!00219-3#

PACS numbers: 52.50.Jm, 52.25.Nr

Strong oscillating electric and magnetic fields can greatly influence the emis
characteristics of ions. Vinogradov and Yukov1 have shown theoretically that new spe
tral lines, which they called laser satellites, should appear in the emission spectrum
ion placed in a strong laser field. The laser satellites are due to a nonlinear interact
the radiation with the excited statesB* of the ions, as a result of which the laser photo
\v las are converted into photons\v8 and\v9 with the frequenciesv85vB* B1v las and
v95vB* B2v las, where\vB* B is the difference of the energies of the ion in the sta
B* andB ~see Fig. 1!. These nonlinear processes are possible if the statesB* andB of
the ion possess the same parity. This means that the transitionB*→B itself is optically
forbidden.

Thus a laser field with frequencyv las should produce two new spectral lines arou
each parity-forbidden transitionB*→B of the ion. These lines have frequenci
vB* B6v las and virtually the same intensities.1 It should be noted that if the ionB is
multiply charged, then, first, the wavelengths of the emitted laser satellites can lie
480 4800021-3640/97/070480-07$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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x-ray region of the spectrum and, second, the probabilities of the nonlinear proc
become quite high only in ultrahigh laser fields~see below!.

Despite the fact that the laser x-ray satellites were predicted more than 20 year
they had not been observed until very recently. This is because their experimental
tion requires: 1! an intense laser pulse with flux density>1016 W/cm2, 2! an x-ray
spectrograph with a very good spectral resolutionl/Dl>5000, and 3! the capability of
recording the emission spectrum of a plasma only during the interaction with the
pulse. It is very difficult to satisfy these conditions in the same experiment. For exam
it is quite easy to achieve high laser radiation flux densitiesq.1017 W/cm2 with a
subpicosecond pulse, but in this case it is very difficult~even now! to obtain subpicosec
ond time resolution of the x-ray spectrograph. In the opposite case of a quite long
pulse, laser satellites can be detected even without time resolution~time resolution can
actually be replaced by good spatial resolution, since in this case there is enoug
during the laser pulse for the plasma to leave the observation region!, but this requires
quite unique laser setups. We note that recently we were the first to observe2,3 laser
satellites in the spectra of a titanium plasma by using one such setup — ‘‘Janus’’
the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory~USA!. This setup made it possible t
obtain a laser radiation flux density'1017 W/cm2 with pulse duration'120 ps. Some-
what later, laser satellites were also observed in the VUV range.4

In the present work we recorded laser satellites in the emission spectra of m
sium and aluminum plasmas produced by femtosecond laser pulses. This was
possible by the realization of picosecond time resolution in a high-luminosity x
spectrograph with a spherically curved mica crystal. The temporal characteristics
new spectral lines show unequivocally that the lines are formed as a result of the
linear processes discussed above.

EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

The experiments were performed at the Center for Ultrafast Optical Science a
University of Michigan.

The x-ray spectra were excited by irradiating solid targets with a 400 fs laser p5

with energy up to 2 J at thefundamental frequency (l51.053mm). A spherically curved
mica crystal (R5186 mm) focused the plasma radiation onto the photocathode

FIG. 1. Scheme of the nonlinear interaction of laser photons with multiply charged ions.
481 481JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 7, 10 Oct. 1997 Pikuz et al.
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Kentec x-ray camera in a slitless arrangement of a FSSR-1D spectrograph~see Fig. 2!.6

The spectral resolution of the system in the dynamic regime was not worse
l/Dl'5000. The time resolution at the maximum scan rate was equal to 5–7 ps
image from the camera screen was intensified with a multichannel plate light amp
and recorded with a 12-bit CCD camera; this made possible wavelength referenc
the images obtained in different shots.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the present experiment the relative arrangement of the plasma, the sph
crystal, and the detection system was chosen so as to record the emission spectrum
ranges 9.15–9.35 Å~in second-order reflection from the mica crystal! and 6.1–6.23 Å~in
third-order reflection!. In the case of a magnesium plasma this made it possible to
serve the resonance and intercombination lines of the He-like ion Mg XI and
dielectronic satellites and, in the case of an aluminum plasma, the 1s5p 1P121s2 1S0

line of the He-like ion Al XII. Laser satellites due to the interaction of laser photons w
the 1s2s 1S0 state of the Mg XI ion and the 1s5s 1S0 and 1s5d 1D2 states of the Al XII
ion should also fall into the indicated detection ranges.

In Ref. 1 it was shown that the intensityP of laser satellites can be estimate
according to the equation

P~W/cm3!5v8/v las NB* qlass, ~1!

whereqlas(W/cm2) is the laser radiation flux density,NB* (cm23) is the population of the
excited stateB* of the ion, the frequencies arev85vB* B* 6v las, ands is the Raman
scattering cross section, which can be estimated in the approximation of one virtua
according to the formula

s5sT@v lasv83~vkB* 1vkB!2f Bkf B* k#/$4~vkB* 2v las!
2~vkB1v las!

2vkBvkB* %,
~2!

where sT5(8p/3)(e2/mc2)2 is the Thomson cross section andf i j is the oscillator
strength for the transitioni→ j .

Equation~1! can be rewritten, introducing the probabilityAlas(v8) of induced tran-
sitions, as

P5\v8NB* Alas~v8!, ~3!

FIG. 2. Experimental arrangement for recording time-resolved x-ray spectra of a plasma.
482 482JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 7, 10 Oct. 1997 Pikuz et al.
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whereAlas(v8)5qlass/\v las. When the energy\v8 of the emitted photon falls in the
x-ray range, the probabilitiesAlas(vB* B1v las) andAlas(vB* B2v las) are practically iden-
tical and therefore both laser satellites should have approximately equal intensities
can see from Eqs.~2! and~3! that the most intense laser satellites are obtained if the s
B* possesses the same multiplicity as the lower levelB of the transition, since then th
oscillator strengthsf Bk and f B* k will correspond to optically allowed transitions.

The interaction of a laser photon\v las59524 cm21 with the 1s2s 1S0 state of a Mg
XI ion should give two satellite lines with wavelengthsls1'9.2178 Å andls2'9.2341
Å, since according to the calculations performed in Ref. 7, the energy of the 1s2s 1S0

level equals 1.08393107 cm21. The probabilitiesAlas(v8) of induced transitions can b
estimated from Eqs.~2! and ~3!, taking the 1s2p 1P1 state as the levelk ~see Fig. 1!.
Using the data given in Ref. 7 for the energies of the levels and oscillator strength
obtain Alas(lS1,S2)'1.531013(qlas/1017 W/cm2) s21. For qlas.1016 W/cm2 the prob-
abilities Alas(lS1,S2) are higher than the probabilities of collisional de-excitation of
1s2s 1S0 level and the intensities of the laser satellites can be estimated on the ba
a coronal model. Using the excitation rates of the 1s2p 1P1 and 1s2s 1S0 levels calcu-
lated in Ref. 8, we obtain for the ratio of the intensities of the laser satellites to
intensity of the resonance line

I ~lS1,S2!/I R51/2@^ns~1s221s2s 1S0!&^ns~1s221s2p 1P1!&#'0.15, ~4!

whereI R is the intensity of the resonance line of the Mg XI ion and^ns& are the rates of
excitation of the 1s2s 1S0 and 1s2p 1P1 levels by electron impact from the 1s2s 1S0

ground state. It is clear from Eq.~4! that the laser satellites are sufficiently intense to
detected experimentally. However, it should be underscored that if the laser satellit
emitted only during the timet las of the interaction with the laser pulse, then the stand
spectral lines are emitted during the plasma lifetimetplasma, which is determined by
gasdynamic processes and, as a rule, is much longer~by 10–100 times! than the laser
pulse. In consequence, when spectra are recorded without time resolution the a
intensity of the laser satellites will be determined by the expression

^I s2 /I R&5^I s1 /I R&51/2@^ns~1s221s2s 1S0!&/^ns~1s221s2p 1P1!&t las/tplasma# ~5!

which for the case of the present experiment gives'0.01, which does not exceed th
noise level of the spectrograms.

The experimental results presented in Fig. 3 illustrate what we have said above
time-integrated emission spectrum of a magnesium plasma in the range 9.15–9.3
displayed in Fig. 3a, and the region of the spectrum near the intercombination
1s2p 3P1–1s2 1S0 corresponding to two different times — during the laser pulse~curve
1! and immediately after the pulse~curve2! — is shown in Fig. 3b. Figure 3b also show
a model spectrum~curve3! constructed in accordance with expression~6!. It is seen from
Fig. 3a that in the time-integrated spectrum the laser satellites are indeed indistin
able against the background noise in the spectrogram. The laser satellites are si
absent after the heating pulse ends~see curve2 in Fig. 3b!, while during the laser pulse
~curve 1 in Fig. 3b! their position and intensity agree very well with the theoreti
estimates~curve3 in Fig. 3b!.
483 483JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 7, 10 Oct. 1997 Pikuz et al.
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Similar results are also obtained for the laser satellites of the 1s5p 1P1–1s2 1S0

line of the He-like ion Al XII ~see Fig. 4!. In this case it is possible to observe four las
satellites, which are due to the interaction of the laser photons with the 1s5d 1D2 state
~lines a,c in Fig. 4! and the 1s5s 1S0 state~lines b,d in Fig. 4!. Using once again the
coronal model and the estimates given in Ref. 9 for the excitation rates of the trans
1s2→1s5l 1L ( l 5s,p,d), we find that at the plasma temperatureTe'200 eV the inten-
sities of these laser satellites should be'0.37 times the intensity of the allowed transitio
1s5p 1P1–1s2 1S0. The model spectrum constructed in this manner~curve3 in Fig. 4!
corresponds to the experimental spectrum emitted during the laser pulse~curve1 in Fig.
4!. We underscore also that no lines are observed at the locations of the laser sate
the spectrum emitted by the plasma immediately after the laser pulse~curve2 in Fig. 4!.

SinceEB* @cm21] 5108(1/ls1@Å] 11/ls2@Å]/2, the detection of laser satellites pro
vides a direct method for measuring the excitation energies of the metastable lev
ions ~see Table I!. It should be underscored, however, that in the presence of a s
laser field the levels will be shifted with respect to the levels of an isolated ion on acc
of the quadratic Stark effect. For example, for the 1s2s 1S0 level of the ion Mg XI a
simple estimate10 givesDE526.63104(qlas/1017@W/cm2]) cm21. For qlas.106 W/cm2

the shift is appreciably larger than the measurement error, and if the position of the
of an isolated ion is known, then it can be used to estimate the laser radiation flux d
in the plasma. In our case, as follows from a comparison of the experimental results
the calculation performed in Ref. 7 for an isolated ion by the relativistic perturba
method allowing for QED corrections, the flux density did not exceedqlas51016 W/cm2.

FIG. 3. a! Time-integrated emission spectrum of a femtosecond magnesium laser plasma; b! radiation from a
magnesium plasma during the laser pulse~1! and immediately after the pulse~2!. Curve3 is the result of a
theoretical modeling.
484 484JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 7, 10 Oct. 1997 Pikuz et al.
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In summary, the detection of x-ray emission from a plasma with picosecond
resolution achieved in the present work made it possible to observe laser satellites e
in a femtosecond laser plasma. The fact that the radiation in the observed spectral
emitted only during the interaction with the heating laser pulse indicates unequivo
that the lines are produced by the nonlinear interaction of laser photons with the e
states of multiply charged manganese and aluminum ions. Improvement of the

FIG. 4. a! Emission from an aluminum plasma during the laser pulse~1! and immediately after the pulse~2!.
Curve3 is the result of a theoretical modeling.

TABLE I. Energies of metastable states of the He-like ions Mg XI and Al XII.

Laser satellites Energy, cm21

Ion Level Transition lexp, Å experiment theory7

Mg XI 1s2s 1S0 H~1s2s 1S021s2 1S01vlas

1s2s 1S021s2 1S02v las

9.2199(11)
9.2366(11) 1.0836(3)3107 1.08393107

Al XII 1 s5s 1S0 H1s5s 1S021s2 1S01vlas

1s5s 1S021s2 1S02v las

6.1732(8)
6.1813(8) 1.6188(3)3107 1.61883107

Al XII 1 s5d 1D2 H~1s5d 1D221s2 1S01vlas

1s5d 1D221s2 1S02v las

6.1712(8)
6.1789(8)

1.6194(3)3107 1.61923107

Note. The experimental value for an ion in a laser field was determined from the equ
E@cm21#5108(1/ls1@Å] 11/ls2@Å#!/2; the calculation in Ref. 7 was performed for an isolated ion.
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resolution of the x-ray spectrograph and especially increasing the dynamic range
detection system will make it possible in the future to investigate weaker, higher-
nonlinear processes.11

The investigation of laser satellites is important for a number of reasons. Firs
observation of laser satellites makes it possible to perform direct measurements
excitation energies of the metastable states of ions and it can also be used to meas
intensities of laser fields in a plasma. Second, since the laser satellites are emitte
during the interaction with the heating laser pulse, they can be used to produce a
of ultrashort x-ray pulses. Finally, in analyzing x-ray laser schemes in which the u
level of the laser transition is metastable~for example, lasers based on Ne- and Ni-li
ions!, one must allow for processes that lead to the generation of laser satellites.3

We thank I. L. Be�gman for helpful discussions. This work was supported in par
the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research, Grant No. 96-02-16111.
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Crystalline fields in systems with exchange and
magnetoelastic interaction

A. S. Mishchenko
Kurchatov Institute Russian Science Center, 123182 Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 13 August 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 7, 460–465~10 October 1997!

The influence of the Kondo effect on the state of the crystalline field in
the localized-moment regime is studied. It is shown that the exchange
interaction leads to an anomalous temperature dependence of the inten-
sity of the inelastic magnetic scattering of neutrons. An unconventional
theory is constructed for the magnetoelastic interaction induced by
Kondo scattering. The proposed model is in quantitative agreement
with the results of neutron and thermodynamic investigations of the
compound CeAl3. © 1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!00319-8#

PACS numbers: 75.10.Dg, 75.20.Hr, 75.80.1q, 75.30.Et

1. The results of investigations1,2 of the crystalline fields~CFs! at rare-earth ions
~REIs! in cerium-based Kondo systems with almost-integral valence show an anom
temperature dependence of the CF splittingsDCF. Even more puzzling is the result tha
the temperature dependence of the intensities of inelastic magnetic scattering of ne
~IMSN! on transitions between the CF levels deviates from the function dictated b
statistical filling of the CF states~Ce0.5La0.5Ni ~Ref. 2! and CeAl3 ~Ref. 1!!. The anoma-
lies of the temperature dependence of the IMSN intensity cannot be attributed to a c
in the degree of delocalization of thef electrons, since the relative change in valence
much lower than the relative deviation of the IMSN intensity from the standard de
dence.

In the standard approaches, the CF Hamiltonian3 and the magnetoelastic interactio
Hamilton4 are determined by sets of temperature-independent CF parameters$Bn

m% and

magnetoelastic interaction parameters$B̃ zz8
G %. However, when the CF states are form

under Kondo interaction conditions, an indirect ion–ion exchange interaction5 leads to a
temperature-dependent renormalization of the effective CF parameters.6,7 It is obvious
that the exchange interaction can give rise to characteristic features in the tempe
dependence of the IMSN intensity and to nonstandard forms of the magnetoelastic
action. In this letter we examine a number of higherto unstudied mechanisms which
result of the exchange interaction and nonstandard types of magnetoelastic intera
together with the exchange interation in Kondo systems, give rise to anomalies i
temperature dependence of the IMSN intensity in systems with almost-integral val

2. In a crystal the sixfold degenerate2F5/2 state of the Ce31 ion $ul&[u(2l27)/2&;
l51, . . . ,6% splits into levels $Gn% with energies EG

(0) whose wave functions
uGn&5(l51

6 aGn
l ul& transform according to thenth row of the irreducible representatio
487 4870021-3640/97/070487-07$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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G of the point groupG 0 of the position of the REI. The IMSN intensity corresponding
the transitionuG i&→uG f& in a polycrystalline material is proportional to the product of t
filling factor PG i

(T)5exp(2EGi

(0)/T)/(Gn exp(2EG
(0)/T) of the initial state and the matrix

element

JG iG f

ab 5(
n in f

(
«slr

@aG in i

« aG fn f

l #* aG fn f

s aG in i

r ^«uĴaus&^luĴbur&, ~1!

averaged over the Cartesian coordinates$a,b%5x,y,z ( Ĵa is the projection of the mag
netic moment operator!. The deviation of the temperature dependence of the IM
intensity from the law dictated by the statistical filling of the CF levels could be due
change in the coefficients$aGn

l % of the wave functions of the statesuG in i& and uG fn f&. It
should be noted that a change in the coefficients$aGn

l % should also lead to anomalies i
the temperature dependence of the Raman scattering intensities.

3. In a Kondo system with an ideal lattice the state of the REI at the0th site is
described by the sum of the CF HamiltonianHCF(0)

HCF~0!5(
lr

^lu(
mn

G0

Bn
mÔn

mur&L̂lr~0! ~2!

~whereÔn
m are the Stevens operators,L̂lr( j ) are operators describing the transformati

ur&→ul& of the state of the ion, and the summation in Eq.~2! extends over the operator
Ôn

m of the point groupG0 of the position of the REI in an ideal lattice! and the exchange
HamiltonianHex(0). The exchange interaction Hamiltonian is6,7 the sum of the interac-
tions with the nearest REIs at the sitesRj ; these interactions are characterized by
constantsI (t,§,uRj u), the exchange enhancement factorf̃ (T/TK ,uRj u)'(ln(T/TK))n(uRj u)

(n<2, TK is the Kondo temperature! due to single-site Kondo scattering,8 and the geo-
metric anisotropy factorD«s

lr(t,§,u j ,w j ) (u j and w j are the angles of the spheric
coordinate system relative to the quantization axis!:

Hex~0!52(
lr

L̂lr~0!Ŷlr~T!, ~3!

Ŷlr~T!5(
j

f̃ ~T/TK ,uRj u!(
«s

(
t§

I ~t,§,uRj u!D«s
lr~t,§,u j ,w j !L̂«s~ j ! ~4!

(lr«st§ are the states of the ‘‘bare’’~unrenormalized! basis$ul&%). In the mean field
approximation the operatorŶlr(T) is replaced by the number^Ŷlr(T)& obtained from
expression ~4! by switching from the operatorL̂«s( j ) to the mean value
(G8n8^G8n8uL̂«s( j )uG8n8&PG8(T).

In the paramagnetic phase the exchange interaction~3! and the CF~2! have the same
symmetry.6,7 Therefore the exchange interaction in the mean field approximation ca
expressed in terms of a renormalization of the CF parametersBn

m ~2!: B̃n
m(T)5Bn

m

1@Bn
m#8(T).
488 488JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 7, 10 Oct. 1997 A. S. Mishchenko
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The anomalous temperature dependence of the IMSN intensity has a simple
nation in the case of low symmetry, for which the coefficients$aGn

l % of the wave func-
tions of the CF states depend on the values of the CF parameters~trigonal, orthorhombic,
and so on!. The second trivial mechanism is realized in systems with defects. In
systems the symmetry of the environment of the REI at thej th state is lower than that o
the ideal lattice. Since the CF at the REI is produced by the nearest-neighbor ions
the sublattices and the exchange interaction is produced only by the nearest REIs,
speaking, the lowering of the CF symmetry to the groupGCF

imp( j ) as a result of the
imperfection of the lattice near thej th site must be distinguished from the lowering of t
symmetry to the groupGex

imp( j ) generated at the REI by the exchange interaction. The
contribution dBn

m is temperature-independent and the second one@dBn
m#8(T) is

temperature-dependent. The final expression for the IMSN intensity must be ave
over the REI positionsj , the local Hamiltonians of which are described by the s

independent parametersB̃n
m(T) and the contributions(

mn

GCF
imp( j )

dBn
mÔn

m and (
mn

Gex
imp( j )

3@dBn
m#8(T)Ôn

m that depend on the environment surrounding a given position.

It is possible2 that the mechanisms considered above are responsible for the I
anomalies in Ce0.5La0.5Ni. The role of the contributions from an ideal lattice and defe
can be distinguished experimentally, for example, by studying samples with diffe
degrees of imperfection.

4. The above-discussed mechanisms leading to a temperature dependence
IMSN intensity are not applicable to perfect crystals of high symmetry, where the w
functions of the CF states do not depend on the CF parameters. An example of s
system is CeAl3, whose symmetry is described by the hexagonal point group 6m̄2. This
system exhibits an anomalous temperature dependence of the IMSN intensity,
though the polycrystalline sample investigated in Ref. 1 was characterized by a
degree of perfection of the crystallites.

A possible mechanism of the IMSN anomalies is a lowering of the lattice symm
on account of the dynamic distortion of the environment of the REIs by elastic mo
The characteristic timetac of slow, low-energy acoustic modes$ei

Gz% is much longer than
the timetexp;\/DCF required for measurement of the inelastic transition between the
states. Therefore the maximum of the IMSN peak is determined by the matrix ele
^JG iG f

ab &exp, which is an average~over the distribution functionc($ei
Gz%) of the elastic

distortions! value of the matrix elementJG iG f

ab ($ei
Gz%) calculated in the distorted$ei

Gz%
configuration of the lattice. The distribution function can be calculated if the param

of the HamiltonianHL of the vibrational degrees of freedom and the constants$B̃ zz8
G % in

the Hamiltonian of the single-ion magnetoelastic interactionHme are known4,9,10

Hme52(
G

(
zz8
B̃ zz8

G (
i

ei
GzÔGz8

i , ~5!

whereeGz
i (ÔGz

i ) are the distortion functions~spin functions! which form a basis of the
n-dimensional (i51,2, . . . ,n) representationG with the possible setsz. However, this
calculation is made difficult by the fact that the parameters of the vibrational Hamilto
HL are unknown and also by the presence of anharmonicity~see Ref. 11 for CeAl3). For
489 489JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 7, 10 Oct. 1997 A. S. Mishchenko
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this reason, making use of the fact that the square modulusuc($ei
Gz%)u2 of the distribution

function and the matrix elementJG iG f

ab ($ei
Gz%) are even functions, one can use the the

rem of the mean to calculate in the simplest approximation the maximum of the IM
peak and to estimatêJG iG f

ab &exp as the value ofJG iG f

ab ($ei
Gz%) at the position of the

average distortion̂$uei
Gzu%&: ^JG iG f

ab &exp'JG iG f

ab (^$uei
Gzu%&).

We note that~in accordance with the experimental situation1 in CeAl3) on the basis
of the proposed mechanism the linewidth should be greater than the observed ef
the renormalization, and the temperature dependence of the width of the inelastic
should deviate strongly from the standard law.12

Since for weak distortions the renormalization of the coefficients of the wave f
tions is linear in the distortions, the change in the matrix element isJG iG f

ab (^$ueu%&);ueu.
The order of magnitudeueu of the renormalization can be estimated from the measur13

temperature dependence of the renormalizationDc of the elastic moduli in CeAl3:
ueu;@(e)2#1/2;(c)1/4. The estimates show that the standard magnetoela
interaction4,9,10does not explain the sharp temperature dependence of the IMSN inte
in CeAl3, since in the experimental temperature interval 2,T,90 K the renormalization
uDc/cu'0.1 even with allowance for the background contribution of the lat
anharmonicity.4 Moreover, the standard magnetoelastic interaction likewise does
make it possible to describe the elastic moduli correctly, since in Ref. 13 a spl
D3/225/2518 K, which is much less than the actual value'70 K, had to be used in orde
to reproduce the observed sharp temperature dependence ofc(T).

5. However, since the highly anisotropic exchange interaction~3! specific to a
Kondo system is more sensitive to symmetry-breaking lattice deformations than is th
distortion of the electrostatic field of the nearest-neighbor charges by the standa4,9,10

magnetoelastic interaction~5!, the exchange interaction should make the dominant c
tribution to the magnetoelastic effects in such systems. As a result of the tempe
dependence of the exchange interaction itself, the magnetoelastic interaction wi
change differs in an important way from the interaction in the standard approache~5!:
The temperature dependences of the computed physical quantities are sharper.

The symmetry of the exchange interaction in the mean field approximation is
tical to that of the CF contribution. Therefore, since the^Ŷlr(T)& are numbers, the form
of the magnetoelastic interaction Hamiltonian with the exchange interaction can be
ten down on the basis of the same symmetry considerations10 as the standard Hamilto
nian: as a sum of terms which are each a scalar invariant formed from elastic fun
and spin operators belonging to the same irreducible representation:

Hme
ex 52(

G
(
zz8

C̃ zz8
G

~T!ei
GzÔGz8

i , ~6!

where the scalar constantsC̃zz8
G (T) are represented in the form of the contraction

C̃ zz8
G

~T!5(
lr
R̃ zz8G

lr ^Ŷlr~T!& ~7!
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(R̃zz8G
lr are the magnetoelastic interaction parameters!. The effective Hamiltonian~3!

differs from the standard Hamiltonian by the temperature dependence of the fa
C̃zz8

G (T), which introduce an additional temperature dependence in all computed qu

ties. The exchange-enhancing factorf̃ (T/TK ,uRj u) due to single-site Kondo scattering
manifested at temperatures close toTK , and the thermodynamic averaging over the
states gives rise to features at temperaturesT&DCF. The problem of calculating the
microscopic parameters can be solved by a first-principles calculation using the me
of Ref. 14. However, in the case of a hexagonal lattice the main contributions ca
analyzed on the basis of symmetry considerations.

6. The CF states in CeAl3 are doubletsu63/2&, u61/2&, andu65/2&. Therefore the
‘‘bare’’ nomenclature$lr«st§% corresponds to the CF nomenclature$G8n8% for the
undistorted lattice, and the operatorL̂«s( j ) is diagonal in both representations. For th
reason, in calculating the mean value^Ŷlr(T)& by perturbation theory~i.e., without
performing the self-consistency procedure7! one must setG8n85«5s:

^Ŷlr~T!&5(
j

f̃ ~T/TK ,uRj u! (
G8n8

(
t§

I ~t,§,uRj u!DG8n8,G8n8
lr

~t,§,u j ,w j !PG8~T!.

~8!

Therefore the constantsC̃zz8
G (T) can be expressed in terms of the phenomenolog

parametersLG8
G (z,z8):

C̃ zz8
G

~T!5(
G8

PG8~T!LG8
G

~z,z8!, ~9!

LG8
G

~z,z8!5(
j

f̃ ~T/TK ,uRj u!(
n8

(
t§

I ~t,§,uRj u!DG8n8,G8n8
lr

~t,§,u j ,w j !R̃ zz8G
lr .

~10!

To calculate the renormalizations of the CF splittings observed in the neutron
tering in CeAl3 and the IMSN anomalies we confine our attention to the magnetoel
interaction with the modes$ea,1,ea,2,e1

g ,e2
g%.10 To decrease the number of phenomen

logical parameters, we assume that^uea,1u&5^uea,2u&[^ueau&; ^ue1
gu&5^ue2

gu&[^uegu&;
u15L1/2

a /L3/2
a 5L1/2

g /L3/2
g ; u25L5/2

a /L3/2
a 5L5/2

g /L3/2
g . This gives the following Hamilto-

nian for calculating the renormalization of the position of the peak and the abs
IMSN intensity:

Hme
ex 5@FaÔa1FgÔg#~ ln~T/TK!!n@P3/2~T!1q1P1/2~T!1q2P5/2~T!#, ~11!

Ôa5~ Ĵz!22J~J11!/3; Ôb5~ Ĵx!22~ Ĵy!21 ĴxĴy1 ĴyĴx, ~12!

Fa52A3L3/2
a ^ueau&; Fg5L3/2

g ^uegu&. ~13!

The ‘‘bare’’ values of the energies, which are eigenvalues of the CF Hamiltonia
the undistorted lattice, were used:Eu63/2&50 K, Eu61/2&566 K, andEu63/2&5174 K. It
can be concluded from the computational results presented in Fig. 1 that if the K
exchange-enhancement factor is neglected, the temperature dependence of the C
491 491JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 7, 10 Oct. 1997 A. S. Mishchenko
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tings and the IMSN intensity, which is caracterized by a temperature scaleT&DCF, is in
quantitative agreement with the experimental data at temperaturesT*10 K @TK;1 K.
The renormalization of the wave functions by the magnetoelastic interaction~11!–~13!
decreases the IMSN intensity as a result of an increase in the intensity of the quasi
component: Instead of the total scattering cross sections which are standard for hex
symmetry in the limitT→0 K, viz., I qe[I 3/2→3/251.0 barn/Ce,I 3/2→1/251.78 barn/Ce,
I 3/2→5/251.12 barn/Ce, the absolute values with Eqs.~11!–~13! taken into account as
sume the values'1.70 barn/Ce,'1.42 barn/Ce, and'0.78 barn/Ce, respectively. Al
lowance for the Kondo exchange-enhancement factorf̃ (T/TK ,uRj u)'(ln(T/TK))n, which
becomes substantial atT*TK , gives quantitative agreement with experimental data
lower temperatures as well~see Fig. 1!. It should be noted that, strictly speaking, th
expression obtained8 for f̃ (T/TK ,uRj u) in the noncrossing approximation~NCA! di-
verges asT→TK and is applicable only at temperatures which are quite high comp
with TK , i.e., in the localized-moment regime. At temperaturesT'T* *TK Kondo scat-
tering is suppressed by the formation of a strongly correlated state from the spins
ground-state doublet of the CF,8,15,16and the problem of the magnetoelastic interaction
temperaturesT,T* requires additional analysis.

7. The proposed mechanism of magnetoelastic renormalization can result in, b
spectroscopic effects, characteristic features in the temperature dependence of the
moduli and in the linear expansion and magnetostriction coefficients. This mecha
can also be observed in Kondo systems which are not in the localized-moment re
provided that the strongly correlated low-lying states interact strongly with single
excitations of the crystal field.16 The magnetoelastic renormalization of the CF sho
lead to an unusual absorption line shape, which can be investigated experimenta
Raman scattering, for example, which has a much higher resolution than the ine
neutron scattering technique.

I am deeply grateful to P. A. Alekseev, K. A. Kikoin, M. N. Kiselev, E. S
Klement’ev, and V. N. Lazukov for critical discussions. This work was supported by

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the splittingD3/221/2 ~a! and of the IMSN intensityI 3/2→1/2 ~normalized to
1 at T50) ~b! in CeAl3: in the standard model — dotted line; in the model~11!–~13! without the Kondo
enhancement factor (Fa55.84 K, Fg54.67 K, u1520.67, u2525.0) — dashed line, and with the Kond
enhancement factor (ln(T/TK))n (Fa510.8 K, Fg56.5 K, u1520.2, u2527.0, TK50.8 K, n50.27) — solid
line. The experimental points were taken from Ref. 1.
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Diffractional enhancement of the Kerr magnetooptic
effect

V. Eremenko, V. Novosad, and V. Pishko
Physicotechnical Institute of Low Temperatures, 310164 Kharkov, Ukraine

O. Geoffroy and Y. Souche
Laboratoire de Magne´tisme Louis Ne´el, CNRS/UJF 380164 Grenoble, BP166, France

B. Pannetier
CRTBT, CNRS/UJF, 38042 Grenoble, BP166, France

~Submitted 25 August 1997!
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The results of investigations of the transverse Kerr effect on an array of
thin magnetic strips deposited on a silicon substrate are reported. The
periodic structure of the sample gives rise to diffraction. It is observed
that under certain experimental conditions the magnitude of the effect
measured in diffracted beams is much greater than the maximum value
for a sample with a uniform surface. ©1997 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-3640~97!00419-2#

PACS numbers: 78.20.Ls, 78.20.Jq

We report the results of measurements of the transverse Kerr magnetooptic
~TKMOE! for a periodic array of magnetic strips deposited on a nonmagnetic subs
The investigation of the physical properties of such structures is unquestionably of
est from both the fundamental and applied standpoints.1 When the sample is illuminated
with a laser beam whose wavelength is several times shorter than the period of the
besides the reflected beam, several diffracted beams are observed. Magnetooptic
are observed not only in reflected but also in diffracted beams.2 Such experiments hav
been previously performed in order to study magnetization reversal of microscopic
netic particles at a submicron level.3

The quality of the experimental samples is especially important in studying ma
tooptic effects on periodic structures in the optical range. The sample was fabricat
the following procedure. First, an array of parallel strips of an organic material
deposited on a flat surface of a single-crystal silicon wafer by means of optical litho
phy. Next a 0.07-mm-thick amorphous film of the ferromagnetic alloy Fe3Si was depos-
ited on top of that. A magnetron-type cathodic sputtering apparatus with the follo
deposition parameters was used: working gas~Ar! pressure 10 Pa, ion current 40 mA, an
substrate temperature 78 K. Then the sample was placed for some time in a m
consisting of an organic solvent, so that ultimately only an array of magnetic strips
a period of 3.5mm and strip width 0.5mm remained on the 10310 mm silicon substrate
The surface of the finished sample is shown in Fig. 1. The image was obtained w
atomic force microscope.
494 4940021-3640/97/070494-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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The transverse Kerr magnetooptic effect is observed in the case when the ext
magnetic field is perpendicular to the plane of incidence and reflection of the light.
effect is ordinarily characterized by the relative changeDI /I in the intensity of the light
reflected from the surface of the sample upon magnetization reversal of the sample.
TKMOE measurements the diffraction grating was secured between the poles o
electromagnet, placed on the turntable of a goniometer in a manner so that the ex
magnetic field was parallel to the magnetic strips in the array and perpendicular to
plane containing the reflected and diffracted beams. A magnetic field of 0.025 T
sufficient for complete magnetization reversal of the magnetic strips. The goniom
made it possible to rotate the sample and to move the detector independently in ord
perform measurements with different angles of incidence of the light. Infrared (l5780
nm! and red (l5670 nm! laser diodes as well as an argon laser operating in the gr
(l5514.5 nm! and blue (l5488 nm! regions were used as the light source. The lig
was polarized in the plane of diffraction. The diffracted light was detected with a p
todiode and, after amplification, was analyzed with a personal computer. The mea
ment error in the magnitude of the Kerr effect did not exceed 5%. The results obta
for different wavelengths are essentially the same, so that we shall discuss the me
ments performed using the most stable, red light source.

We measured experimentally the quantityDI n /I n in the nth-order diffracted beams

FIG. 1. Image of a portion of the surface of a sample of an array of magnetic strips deposited on a s
substrate. The vertical scale is magnified by a factor of 10. The geometric dimensions are given in the t
495 495JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 7, 10 Oct. 1997 Eremenko et al.
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as a function of the angle of incidence of the light. The half sum of the intensities o
diffracted light measured at the maximum values of the magnetization reversing fi
denoted byI n . Figure 2 displays the values of the TKMOE forn561, 62, and63 at
angles of incidence ranging from 0 to 90°. The angular dependence of the effect d
strongly for different diffracted beams. For each beam there is a maximum at ce
angles of incidence: For the11st beam the effect reaches its maximum magnitude
28% at an angle of incidence of 35°. For other beams the maximum effect is small
also significant: 14% for the21st beam, 8% for the22nd beam, and 6% for the12nd
beam. It should be noted that the maximum possible value of the TKMOE for a con
ous Fe3Si thin film equals only 1.8% with an angle of incidence of 69°. Previous m
surements performed on a raised array with a continuous magnetic coating did not
a large enhancement of the TKMOE. The effect reached only 4% in the first diffra
beam.4

Figure 3 shows the angular dependence of the intensitiesI n in the diffracted beams
normalized to the intensity of the incident light. Comparing Figs. 2 and 3, we can se
the effect increases in the range of angles of incidence, in which the intensity o
diffracted light is lowest. Furthermore, the TKMOE changes sign when the light inten
for the61 diffracted beams has a local minimum. This phenomenon is also observ
the case of reflection from a uniform surface near the magnetic pseudo-Brewster a5

With rare exceptions, the Kerr magnetooptic effects are very weak. For this re
a number of methods of enhancement have been proposed for applied purposes:
the surface of a magnetic sample with a dielectric film,6,7 depositing a magnetic film on
a nonmagnetic, conducting substrate,8 or using complicated multilayer structures.9 In
these methods the magnetooptic effects were enhanced by a decrease in the reflec
the samples. Interference cancellation of the reflected light was achieved by cho
optimal thicknesses of the films and materials employed. We assume that the en
ment of TKMOE by an array of magnetic strips is due to the cancellation betwee
light interacting with the surface of the magnetic strips and the light interacting with

FIG. 2. Transverse Kerr magnetooptic effect measured in the diffracted beams (n561,62,63) versus the
angle of incidence.
496 496JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 7, 10 Oct. 1997 Eremenko et al.
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nonmagnetic substrate. For some angles of incidence, this results in a substantial d
in I n in the diffracted beams. The magnitude of the changeDI n in the intensity of the
diffracted light in this case does not have local minima. Therefore the magneto
effect DI n /I n increases substantially. The factors influencing the enhancement o
Kerr effect are the ratios of the dimensions of the magnetic and nonmagnetic parts
surface of the sample. Furthermore, optical diffraction makes it possible to observ
effect at angles which are inaccessible to standard reflection from a flat sample. Nu
cal modeling using a rigorous electromagnetic theory of diffraction can indicate op
methods for enhancing Kerr magnetooptic effects on arrays of magnetic strips.10

We plan to investigate other Kerr effects on samples of this type.

1B. Barbara, J. Magn. Magn. Mater.156, 123 ~1996!.
2Y. Souche, M. Schlenker, and A. D. dos Santos, J. Magn. Magn. Mater.140–144, 2179~1995!.
3O. Geoffroy, D. Givord, Y. Otaniet al., J. Magn. Magn. Mater.121, 516 ~1993!.
4Y. Souche, O. Geoffroy, V. Novosadet al., J. Magn. Soc. Jpn., Suppl. No. S1,20, 393 ~1996!.
5J. Futterman, Am. J. Phys.63, 471 ~1995!.
6A. V. Sokolov, Optical Properties of Metals, Blackie, London, 1967@Russian original, Izd. Fiz.-Mat. Lit.,
Moscow, 1961#.

7R. P. Hunt, J. Appl. Phys.38, 1215~1967!.
8T. Katayama, Y. Suzuki, H. Awanoet al., Phys. Rev. Lett.60, 1426~1988!.
9G. A. N. Connel, R. Allen, and M. Mansuripur, J. Magn. Magn. Mater.35, 337 ~1983!.

10G. Tayeb, R. Petit, and M. Cadilhac, Proc. SPIE813, 407 ~1987!.

Translated by M. E. Alferieff

FIG. 3. Angular dependence of the normalized light intensity in different diffracted beams.
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Direct observation of ferromagnetic order in
electrochemically oxygenated La 2CuO41d

E. L. Vavilova and N. N. Garif’yanova)

Kazan Physicotechnical Institute, Kazan Science Center of the Russian Academy of
Sciences, 420029 Kazan, Russia

~Submitted 26 August 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 7, 470–474~10 October 1997!

The magnetic properties of electrochemically oxygenated La2CuO41d

are investigated for different values ofd. It is found that ferromag-
netism appears after excess oxygen is introduced. It is shown that the
ferromagnetic order vector is directed perpendicular to the Cu–O plane.
The evolution of the magnetic-field dependence of the magnetization is
investigated as the oxygen index is increased. The results are explained
with allowance for the presence of phase separation in the oxygen-
doped La2CuO4 and the possibility that a redistribution of the excess
oxygen occurs as the degree of doping changes. ©1997 American
Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!00519-7#

PACS numbers: 75.50.Cc, 82.45.1z

It is well known that the compound La2CuO4 is an antiferromagnet with laten
ferromagnetism. Behavior of the ferromagnetic type is observed in this compound in
magnetic fields.1 The existence of ferromagnetic correlations, starting with zero field
indicated in many works~see, for example, Ref. 2!. However, thus far such ferromagnet
order has never been observed directly. It is conjectured that various disruptio
stoichiometry can promote the appearance of ferromagnetism. It is of interest to in
gate how the magnetic properties are affected by the disruptions of stoichiometr
engender superconductivity. In the present work we investigated the magnetic prop
of La2CuO41d with different amounts of excess oxygen.

A sample of powdered La2CuO4 was prepared by the standard method from
mixture of nitrates of the corresponding metals. Electrochemical oxygenation was
ducted in a NaOH solution.3 At the same time, a control sample of La2CuO4 was im-
mersed in an electrolyte without being connected to a circuit. To change the e
oxygen content the sample was subjected after oxygenation to successive stepped
in air.4 The magnetic properties were investigated with a SQUID magnetometer at
cessive stages of treatment of the sample~see Table I!.

The temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility of the sample at dif
stages of heat treatment is displayed in Fig. 1. Superconductivity appears at 40 K i
diately after oxygenation~state2!. Figure 2 displays the results of measurements of
magnetic field dependence of the magnetization of the sample at different stag
treatment. In the initial state1 of the sample the field dependence of the magnetiza
has the form typical for La2CuO4. After oxygenation the field dependence becom
498 4980021-3640/97/070498-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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highly nonlinear. The magnetization is observed to increase with heat treatment. F
after a prolonged anneal, which decreases the oxygen index to 4, the form of the
becomes similar to the initial state1.

After excess oxygen was introduced, investigation of the behavior of the mag
zation as a function of the direction of the magnetic field revealed hysteresis. The
teresis loop at stage2 (d'0.1) is shown in Fig. 3. We note that at stage4 the coercive
force is much weaker than at stages2 and3 ~Fig. 4!. Measurements of the temperatu
dependence of the remanent magnetization~in a zero magnetic field! at stage 2 are shown
in Fig. 5.

To investigate the anisotropy of the observed ferromagnetic order, the pow
sample was subjected to a magnetic orientation procedure in accordance with Ref.
x-ray crystallographic analysis of such an oriented sample showed that thec axes of a
large number of crystallites are directed parallel to one another. Investigation o
magnetic properties of this sample showed that the remanent magnetization wi
initial field oriented parallel to thec axis is two times higher than in the case of
perpendicular orientation of the field.

Investigation of a control sample which was also subjected to annealing showe

TABLE I. Approximate excess oxygen content as a function of the conditions of treatment of the sa

Sample No.

1 2 3 4 5

Ttreat, °C – – 300 400 500
d 0 0.1 0.01 0.005 0

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility in a 5 kOe field (T550 K): 1 — Initial state,
2 — after oxygenation,3 — after heat treatment at 300 °C,4 — after heat treatment at 400 °C,5 — after heat
treatment at 500 °C.
499 499JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 7, 10 Oct. 1997 E. L. Vavilova and N. N. Garif’yanov
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at all stages of treatment it in no way differs from the initial state1.

The behavior of the magnetization as a function of the field, as shown in Fig.
characteristic for ferromagnetic ordering. It is known7 that phase separation into enriche
and stoichiometric regions is observed in oxygen-supersaturated La2CuO41d . As was
shown in our previous work, the enriched regions also contain several phases w
different oxygen content.4 In the present work, we studied the NQR spectra of139La
nuclei and curves of the superconducting transitions of electrochemically oxyge
La2CuO41d samples. The total fraction of oxygen-enriched phases can be estimated
the NQR spectra as 80%. At the same time, it follows from magnetic suscepti
measurements of superconducting transitions that the fraction of the supercond
phases does not exceed 20%. Therefore not all phases containing additional oxyg

FIG. 2. Magnetization versus the magnetic field, with the magnetic field increasing from zero (T550 K): 1 —
Initial state,2 — after oxygenation,3 — after heat treatment at 300 °C,4 — after heat treatment at 400 °C
5 — after heat treatment at 500 °C.

FIG. 3. Hysteresis loop for a post-oxygenation state of the sample~state2!; T550 K.
500 500JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 7, 10 Oct. 1997 E. L. Vavilova and N. N. Garif’yanov
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superconducting. Apparently it is those regions with not very high excess oxygen
centration~and, correspondingly, carrier density! that can be ferromagnetic.

The appearance of ferromagnetic order immediately after oxygenation indicate
the ferromagnetic ordering is produced by doping. In such a case, a change in the
of doping should influence the characteristics of the ferromagnetic order which app
Indeed, the behavior of the magnetization as a function of the field is different at diff
stages of heat treatment of the sample~Fig. 2!. We note that the susceptibility increas
with decreasing oxygen index~Fig. 1!, while the magnetic susceptibility remains virtual
temperature-independent for alld. Therefore the increase in the magnetic moment a
result of heat treatment cannot be due to the appearance of a paramagnetic contr
During heat treatment of a sample with larged, excess oxygen escapes mainly fro
regions with the highest excess oxygen content. In the process, these regions pas
phase with a low excess oxygen content.4 Thus, when a sample passes from the stat2
(d'0.1) into the state3 (d'0.01), the volume of the ferromagnetic regions increas

FIG. 4. Low-field part of the hysteresis loop for states2 and4, T550 K.

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the remanent magnetization of the sample after oxygenation~state2!.
501 501JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 7, 10 Oct. 1997 E. L. Vavilova and N. N. Garif’yanov
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This should increase the magnetization loop~Fig. 2!. A sample in stage 3 (d'0.01)
already contains only regions with a low excess oxygen content and stoichiometr
gions. For this reason, further annealing~and, correspondingly, a decrease ofd) can only
decrease volume of the oxygen-enriched phase.

The observed increase in the magnetic moment with further heat treatmen
caused by a different mechanism. It is known that when excess oxygen is introd
carriers appear in the copper–oxygen planes, which destroys magnetic order.
course of heat treatment the number of carriers decreases, and, as a result of local
this decrease is more rapid than that of the oxygen index.4 The result is that the magneti
moment increases systematically at the transition from stage3 to stage4. Furthermore,
high-temperature heat treatment at stage4 apparently results in partial annealing of va
ous defects, which causes the coercive force to decrease~Fig. 3!. We note that in Ref. 8
~where hysteresis in the magnetization of undoped La2CuO4 was observed in high fields!
the width of the loop was also observed to decrease after heat treatment at a
temperature. Finally, as one can see from Figs. 1 and 2, prolonged anneali
500 °C, which completely eliminates the excess oxygen, returns the sample into the
5, which is similar to the initial state1. Therefore there exists an optimal excess oxyg
concentration for ferromagnetism.

The large difference in the values of the remanent magnetization with the ma
tizing field parallel and perpendicular to thec axis allows us to conclude that ferroma
netic ordering occurs along thec axis of the crystal. It is known that the formation o
such a ferromagnetically ordered phase in La2CuO4 in high fields is due to the fact tha
in the Néel state the copper spins do not lie precisely in the Cu–O plane but rathe
tilted out of the plane by a small angle. Therefore each Cu–O plane possesses a
magnetic moment but the total moment with a zero external field equals zero, sinc
antiferromagnetic interplanar interaction forces the spins located in neighboring plan
tilt in opposite directions from one another. When the external field is higher than s
critical value, these total moments in alternate planes become reoriented in a ferr
netic manner.1 The presence of excess oxygen in a position between the Cu–O p
leads to such ferromagnetic ordering, which starts already at zero field~the hysteresis
loop is centered at zero field!. In general, various disruptions of the stoichiometry app
ently are capable of inducing ferromagnetic order. The character of the disruption c
different. For example, in Ref. 9 ferromagnetism was observed in La22xNdxCuO4. In
contrast to excess oxygen, which is intercalated in the interplanar space, the neod
ions replace lanthanum. Furthermore, behavior of the ferromagnetic type is obser
La2CuO4 samples which are subjected to neutron irradiation,10 which produces defects in
the crystal lattice. Therefore despite the different character of the disruptions
changes in the initial structure apparently all result in a change in the magnetic intera
between the Cu–O planes.

We thank G. G. Khaliullin for a helpful discussion.

This work was supported by the Scientific Council on ‘‘Superconductivity’’ of t
State Science and Technical Program ‘‘Current topics in condensed-matter phy
Project No. 194045.
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Atomic structure and microtopography of interfaces
between crystalline and amorphous phasees in tungsten

A. S. Baka , I. M. Mikha lovski , E. V. Sadanov, O. A. Velikodnaya,
and T. I. Mazilova
Kharkov Physicotechnical Institute National Science Center, 310108 Kharkov, Ukrain

~Submitted 1 September 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 7, 475–480~10 October 1997!

The morphology of the interface between crystalline and amorphous
phases in tungsten is investigated at the atomic level. Interfacial inco-
herence and a high degree of localization of imperfections are found. It
is found that in the region near the interface the close-packed crystal-
lographic planes are in register with the paraplanes. ©1997 American
Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!00619-1#

PACS numbers: 68.35.Ct, 61.16.Fk

The special physical properties of nanocrystalline and crystalline–amorphous
rials are due to the presence of extended interfaces in them. Specifically, the pro
occurring at an interface between the crystalline and amorphous phases determin
large degree the crystallization of the amorphous phase~see, for example, Refs. 1 and 2!.
However, such interfaces remain virtually unstudied because of specific difficultie
investigating disordered systems by high-resolution diffraction methods. In the pr
work we obtained experimental information on an atomic scale about the atomic stru
and microtopography of interfaces between amorphous and crystalline phases
crystalline–amorphous material.

The experiments were performed in a two-chamber field ion microscope with
samples cooled to liquid-hydrogen temperature. Helium at pressures of 1022–1023 Pa
was used as the imaging gas. The pressure of the active residual gases in the w
chamber of the microscope was equal to 1025–1027 Pa. After the acicular tungste
samples were placed into the microscope, their surface was polished by low-tempe
field evaporation3 until an atomically smooth hemispherical tip with a radius of curvat
in the range 15–50 nm was obtained. Amorphization of the microcrystals was perfo
directly in the microscope by ultrafast quenching from the liquid phase.4 Voltage pulses
with amplitudes of 5–30 kV were applied to the acicular samples for local fusing o
tips. The duration of the pulses at half amplitude was equal to 40–50 ns and the fal
of the voltage was equal to 10 ns. The amplitude of the voltage depended on the
of curvature in a manner such that the electric field strength was 15–25% higher th
threshold strength for low-temperature~nonactivational! evaporation: 5.73108 V/cm.
The ponderomotive forces arising in the process were much stronger than the theo
maximum strength of the material.3 Observations in the field microscope–mass analyz5

showed that the destruction of the sample tips initiates explosive evaporation in the
of doubly to quadruply ionized atoms. At an ion current density of (225)3106 A/cm2 at
the sample tips, vacuum breakdown occurs. As a result, the tip point fuses and the
504 5040021-3640/97/070504-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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of the tip increases by an order of magnitude or more. Estimates of the cooling tim
the point of a conical tip show that on account of the appearance of large tempe
gradients, this time is not much greater than the fall time of the voltage pulse. C
spondingly, the cooling rate can reach values of 1010–1011 deg/s, which is much highe
than the quench rate during the stabilization of the amorphous state in macros
volumes.6 Vacuum breakdown is accompanied by intense interelectrode mass tra
associated with the formation of cathodic and anodic flares.7 This results in microalloying
of the surface layers, which also promotes stabilization of the amorphous state.

Pulsed fusion and ultrafast quenching transferred some acicular samples in
amorphous or amorphous–crystalline state. A large fraction of the samples (.90%)
retained a crystalline structure. The possibility of observing crystalline and amorp
phases simultaneously permits determining to a high degree of accuracy~2–5%! the
magnification in an image. This eliminates the difficulties, discussed in Ref. 8, in
interpretation of field emission images of amorphous metals.

Figure 1 displays an ion-microscope image of the surface of an acicular crystal
amorphous sample produced by pulsed high-field treatment. The images of the
phous phase are characterized by the nearly complete absence of regularity in
rangement of the atoms in the surface layer. In addition, the density of surface atom
contribute to the formation of the ion-microscope images of amorphous me
nonmetalloid alloys is also observed to decrease.8,9

Analysis of the morphology of the interfaces on a series of micrographs obtain
the process of field evaporation to a depth of the order of 102 nm showed that the
boundaries at the microscopic level are rough. Microprotrusions 1–5 nm high and
nm wide are observed~Fig. 1!. In a number of samples atomically smooth planar secti
surrounded, as a rule, by microscopically rough regions were observed on the inte
The area of the atomically smooth islands falls within comparatively wide lim
10–102 nm2.

The exceedingly small width of the interface is noteworthy. The regularity in

FIG. 1. Field ion microscope image~a! and stereo projection~b! of a crystalline–amorphous tungsten samp
505 505JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 7, 10 Oct. 1997 Baka  et al.
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arrangement of the atoms in the crystalline phase remains right up to the interface
configuration of the concentric atomic steps corresponds to the computer images ob
of ideal single crystals on the basis of a geometric model.3 This attests to the incoherenc
of interface between the crystalline and amorphous phasees. In the case of co
mating one would expect the existence of a transition layer and the presence of
distortions of the crystal lattice in the region near the interface. We note that distor
of atomic paraplanes in regions of coherent mating with an amorphous environmen
been observed both by means of high-resolution electron microscopy10 and a low-
temperature field ion microscopy.1,11

The displacements of the atoms were determined according to the local deform
at the boundary of the concentric atomic steps on close-packed atomic faces by me
indirect magnification.12 Inelastic displacements up to 531022 nm in magnitude were
observed only near the nucleus of an interface up to one lattice parameter wide
arrangement of the near-interface poles and atomic steps of the close-packed faces
is characteristic for a bcc lattice remained unchanged.

A quantitative determination of the interfacial width can made by employing
change occurring in the thickness of the imaged surface layer~ion image! on amorphiza-
tion. Figure 2 shows the local concentration distributions of the surface atoms i
amorphous~curve1! and crystalline~curve2! phases. The ratio of the half-widths of th
distributions for the crystalline and amorphous phases equals 2.8. The average den
the imaged atoms in the crystalline state is 2.2 times higher than that in the amor
state. This confirms the conclusion drawn in Ref. 8 that in the amorphous phas
surface atomic layer participating in the formation of the field emission image is c
paratively thin. Figure 3 displays the average surface density of atoms as a function
distanced to the interface. The negative values refer to the crystalline phase. A pr
cally jumplike change in the surface density is observed on a section of width 0.3

FIG. 2. Distribution of local concentrations of surface atoms in the amorphous~1! and crystalline~2! phases.
506 506JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 7, 10 Oct. 1997 Baka  et al.
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nm. Therefore the width of the interface between the crystalline and amorphous p
can be taken as equal to one lattice parameter, which is much smaller than the w
the intercrystallite boundaries.13

In the cases when crystallographic planes with low Miller indices intersected
interface at an angle close to 90°, microregions where atoms formed close-packed
groups — paraplanes~Fig. 4! — were observed in the near-interface layer of the am

FIG. 3. Surface density of imaged atoms as a function of the distanced from the interface. Negative values o
d correspond to the crystalline phase.

FIG. 4. A region of orientational matching between the crystallographic~110! plane and the correspondin
paraplane in the amorphous phase.
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phous phase. Similar paraplanes have been observed before by electron10 and field ion11

microscopy in three-dimensional regions of metallic glasses. In contrast to the plan
the crystalline phase, the paraplanes were characterized by the presence of small
displacements. In accordance with the geometric model of the formation of field
images,3,14 the presence of an image of the atoms inside a semicircular step in
amorphous phase attests to a displacement of the atoms in a direction normal
paraplane. The magnitudeDh of the displacement is proportional to the difference of t
distances between the atom being analyzed and the pole of the paraplane and the
r of the step:Dh5rDr /R, where R is the radius of curvature of the surface of th
sample. The results of calculations of the atomic displacementsDh performed on the
basis of an analysis of a series of ion-microscope images are presented in Fig.
displacementsDh can be regarded as a measure of the breakdown in the planarity o
arrangement of the atoms in the paraplanes in the near-interface regions of the amo
phase.

Field evaporation of the samples usually revealed structural nonuniformities o
interface. Figure 4 displays the ion-microscope image of an interfacial section wh
@110# pole has emerged. The semicircular atomic step on the~110! face of the crystal is
in register with a paraplane in the amorphous phase at the interface. The fact th
kinks of the atomic steps at the interface were observed under the ion microscope
cates that the degree of orientational matching between the coherently mated cry
graphic planes and paraplanes is high. Estimates made by the indirect magnifi
method show that the relative displacement of the planes and paraplanes does not
231022 nm. Alternation of the non-mated sections and regions of orientational matc
of the close-packed planes and paraplanes~Fig. 4! ordinarily continued as the the samp
was field evaporated to a depth of 102–104 nm.

FIG. 5. Distribution of the subatomic displacementsDh in close-packed planes near an interface.
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In summary, in the present work it was established by means of the high-reso
methods of field ion microscopy that the interface between the amorphous and crys
phases is incoherent and atomically sharp. It was found that the interfaces are struc
and microtopographically nonuniform. Non-mated sections of the interfaces alte
with regions where there is an orientational matching of the close-packed crys
graphic planes and paraplanes in the amorphous phase.

This work was supported in part by the Ukrainian State Committee on Problem
Science and Technologies: Funds for Fundamental Research~Project 2.3/933! and State
Scientific and Technical Programs~Projects 5.42.06/040 and 7.02.05/093!.
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Size effects in the melting and crystallization
temperatures of copper chloride nanocrystals in glass

P. M. Valov and V. I. Le man
State Technological University of Phytopolymers, 192095 St. Petersburg, Russia

~Submitted 14 July 1997; resubmitted 4 September 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 7, 481–486~10 October 1997!

The size dependence of the crystallization temperatureTc and melting
temperatureTm of copper chloride nanocrystals in glasses is studied in
the size rangeRa from 1 to 30 nm. Jumps are found in the temperature
dependence ofTc atRa513 nm andRa51.8 nm, a jump is found in the
temperature dependence ofTm at Ra52.2 nm, and the supercooling of
the melt is found to vanish in the case of crystallization atRa<1.4 nm.
It is conjectured that the jump inTc with largeRa occurs for a nano-
crystal radius equal to that of a crystalline nucleus in the melt, and the
jumps inTc andTm for smaller values ofRa are due to a change in the
shape~faceting! of the nanocrystals. ©1997 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-3640~97!00719-6#

PACS numbers: 64.70.Dv, 61.43.Fs

Supercooling of a crystallizing melt is observed in both macrosystems1 and ultradis-
perse phases~UDPs!.2 In the case of UDPs, supercooling of the melt on crystallizati
DT5Tm2Tc , whereTm is the melting andTc the crystallization temperature, almo
always occurs.2 The supercooling of the melt is due to the work of formation of a surf
of the crystalline nucleus in the melt medium. According to Gibbs, the work of forma
of a nucleus equals3

W5
1

3
scmS, ~1!

wherescm is the interphase surface tension at the crystal–melt interface~specific surface
energy! andS is the surface area of a crystalline nucleus formed in the melt. The sma
stable particle of a solid phase in the melt is called a critical nucleus. According to th
s approaches zero asR→0 ~Refs. 3 and 4! and DT will decrease correspondingly
However, experimental data2,5 show thatDT approaches zero at some finite particle si

At least two other effects that can destroy the monotonicity of the size depend
of Tc andTm can also be expected. If the mass of the UDP is equal to or less tha
required mass of a critical nucleus, then the crystal is created with a free surface
corresponds to a larger surface tensionsc.scm and a larger work of formation of the
crystal, which can result in a jump in the magnitude of the supercooling of the UDP
As a result of this, a jump can appear in the dependenceTc5 f (R) at Ra5Rcr , whereRcr

is the radius of a critical nucleus in the UDP melt. Furthermore, the equilibrium struc
510 5100021-3640/97/070510-07$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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of small particles~clusters! can change.6 This can also give rise to characteristic featur
in the size dependences ofTc andTm .

The present work is devoted to a study of the size dependences of the meltin
crystallization temperatures of UDP particles for the example of CuCl nanocrystals
tributed in a glass matrix. The properties of the copper chloride nanocrystals obtain
glass are quite stable, and the excitonic absorption of CuCl nanocrystals is re
detected~for the Z1,2 exciton! right up to the melting temperature. It is important that
some energyE0 in the region of the long-wavelength dropoff of the excitonic band
light absorption coefficientK(E0 ,T) is temperature-independent.7 On the basis of the
Urbach relation8 and Toyozawa’s work,9 the energyE0 can be interpreted as the groun
state of aZ1,2 exciton, and the absorption atE0 can be interpreted as a direct optic
transition into this state~without phonon participation!. The energyE0 and the exciton–
phonon absorption bandsZ1,2 and Z3 shift to higher energies as the CuCl nanocryst
decrease in size.7 When the nanocrystals melt, the absorptionK(E0 ,T) is observed to
drop off as a result of the vanishing of the crystalline structure and, correspondingl
vanishing of the excitonic states. When the UDP melt is cooled, at some tempe
K(E0 ,T) is observed to increase up to the previous value as a result of crystallizati
the UDP. The melting and crystallization temperature of CuCl nanocrystals were d
mined from the change in the curvesK(E0 ,T) near the corresponding phase transition5

Glass samples in the form of plates with a continuous distribution of the ave
radius of CuCl nanocrystals were obtained by the method of Ref. 5. The third sta
growth of the UDP10,11occurs under these conditions, and in accordance with Ref. 12
average radius in the ensemble of UDP particles is determined by the treatmentt
and temperatureTa:

Ra
35

4

9
atD0 exp~2U/kTa!, ~2!

where a is the UDP–glass surface tension,D0 and U are, respectively, the diffusion
coefficient and activation energy of formation of the new phase, andk is Boltzmann’s
constant. The UDP forms in the glass in the liquid state, and when the sample is c
the UDP crystallizes and copper chloride nanocrystals precipitate. The absorption s
and the functionsK(E0 ,T) were measured with a computer-controlled spectrosco
system. The finished samples were plates 1430.63 mm in cross section and 60 mm long
Measurements on each section of the glass were performed with an energy-tunab
probe with a width of 0.1 mm and a height of 2 mm. The energyE0 for each section of
the sample~with the corresponding sizeRa of the CuCl crystals! was determined by the
method of Refs. 5 and 7.

The typical curves ofK(E0 ,T) near melting–crystallization phase transitions a
presented in Fig. 1~curves1,2!. Absorption actually does not change when the sampl
heated from room temperature up to 300 °C~curve1!, while from 325 °C up to the point
A the absorption falls off as a result of melting of CuCl nanocrystals and the entire U
When the UDP melt is cooled from the pointA, the absorption of the melt decreas
somewhat, and near 200 °C, at the pointB, absorption starts to grow rapidly as a res
of crystallization of UDP and precipitation of CuCl crystals. Absorption does not re
to its previous level~the segmentC–D) because of the large number of ‘‘frozen’’ defec
511 511JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 7, 10 Oct. 1997 P. M. Valov and V. I. Le man
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at the time that the CuCl crystallizes. When the sample is held in a temperature
somewhat below melting onset~for example, near 275 °C! absorption is restored to th
initial level and the experiment is fully repeatable~curve2!. Stopping the temperature a
the moment of melting~point A8 on curve2! or at the moment of crystallization stops th
phase transition. The reverse course of theK(E0 ,T) curve in this case already follows
different level ~curve 2, segmentA8–B8). Hence it follows that the course of th
K(E0 ,T) curve at the moment of the phase transition is determined mainly by the
ance of the melting and crystallization temperatures in an ensemble of CuCl par
with a size distribution.a!

The first derivative ofK(E0 ,T) is displayed in Fig. 1~curve3!. The peaks near 350
and 250 °C show the phase-transition intensitydK/dT on melting and crystallization
respectively. The width of the corresponding peak reflects the variance ofTc5 f (R) or
Tm5 f (R) in an ensemble of CuCl particles, and the maximum of the peak determine
temperatureTm andTc at the maximum of the distribution withR5Ra .

Figure 2a displays the size dependences of the melting temperatureTm ~curve 1,
points! and the crystallization temperatureTc ~curves2 and 3, points!, found in this
manner, for CuCl nanocrystals in glass as a function of the average sizeRa . Figure 2b
shows the size dependence of the position of the maximum of the excitonic abso
bandZ1,25 f (Ra) of CuCl nanocrystals at 300 K~curve1! and the position of the exci
tonic ground stateE05 f (Ra) ~curve2! corresponding to the photon energy in the me
surement of theK(E0 ,T) curve. The values ofRa for each measured region of the samp
were calculated according to Eq.~2! taking account of the treatment time and temperat
Ta (t53 h, Ta55002720 °C!.b!

The absolute size scale for nanocrystals withRa.2 nm was referenced by th
SAXRS method, whose error does not exceed 1%. The accuracy in determining the
particle radii less than 2 nm by the SAXRS method decreases sharply on account
increase in the contribution of nonuniformities of the glass matrix to the scattering o

FIG. 1. Absorption coefficientK(E0 ,T) of CuCl nanocrystals~curves1,2 — partial melting! and its first
derivative dK/dT ~curve 3! as a function of temperature.Ra510.6 nm,E053.242 eV;Tm and Tc are the
melting and crystallization temperatures of CuCl particles withR5Ra .
512 512JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 7, 10 Oct. 1997 P. M. Valov and V. I. Le man
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x-rays. For this reason, the sizes obtained for CuCl nanocrystals withRa less than 2 nm
must be treated as rough estimates.

The general trends in the behavior ofTm andTc were successfully described5 on the
basis of the theoretical dependence forTm and the empirical dependence fors. These
dependences are displayed in Fig. 2a~solid curves1–3!.

The half-width of the particle size distribution was determined according to
experimental size dependenceTa(R) ~Fig. 2, curve3! and the curvesdK/dT ~Fig. 1,
curve3! for nanocrystals withRa510.6 nm. It equals 7.5 nm. The experimental width
1.6 times greater than the theoretical width calculated according to the Livshitz–S
theory.12 For ensembles of smaller nanocrystals, for example, forRa52.7 nm, the ex-
perimental half-width of the distribution equals 0.8 nm and the theoretical value equ
nm.

A discontinuity is present in the experimental curveTm(Ra) at Ra52.2 nm ~see
curve1, points!. Two more discontinuities are seen in the experimental curveTc(Ra) at
Ra513 nm andRa51.8 nm. For small sizes,Ra<1.4 nm, the curvesTc(Ra) andTm(Ra)
merge. This is due to the vanishing of the supercooling of the UDP melt on crysta
tion.

FIG. 2. Melting temperatureTm(Ra) and crystallization temperatureTc(Ra) ~a! and ground stateE0 and
position of the absorption band of aZ1,2 exciton ~b! versus the average radius of a CuCl particle in glass!
Melting temperatureTm ~curve1, points — experiment! and crystallization temperatureTc ~curves2,3, points
— experiment! of CuCl nanocrystals; large symbols — control samples with knownRa : L — Tm , 3 — Tc ;
the theoretical curves forTm ~solid curve1! andTc ~solid curves2,3! were taken from Ref. 5; b! Position of the
absorption band at 300 K~curve1! and the ground stateE0 ~curve2! for the Z1,2 exciton;Ra was determined
from Ta for each section of the sample using Eq.~2! at t51.083104 s, A•D051.3931015 nm3/s, andU
547310220 J.
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Calibration experiments showed that the form of the curvesTm(Ra) andTc(Ra) and
the location of the jumps noted in Fig. 2a are not related with any features o
temperature properties of the glass matrix.c! For this reason, the curves presented in F
2 most likely are explained by the size of the CuCl particles.

The jump I~by 55 K in Tc at a 13 nm size — the discontinuity between curves2 and
3 in Fig. 2a! is, we believe, related to the size of the critical nucleusRcr of the CuCl
crystal formed in the UDP melt.5 The supercoolingDT of the melt and, accordingly,Tc

depend on whether or not the UDP mass is greater or less than that required for a
CuCl nucleus. Correspondingly, the initial crystal is created inside the melt or with a
surface, and then the work of formation of the surface is different, and thereforeDT is
different.

The presence of the jump II~in the size dependenceTm(Ra) at RII52.2 nm, Fig. 2a,
curve1! is clearly seen in the size variations of the curves of the melting intensitydK/dT
~Fig. 3a!. As Ra decreases from 2.7 nm~curve 1! to 1.9 nm~curve 9!, the number of
particles gradually becomes redistributed from the size rangeR.RII52.2 nm, where the
melting point is not lower than 253 °C, into the size rangeR,RII , where the melting
temperature is 25 K lower. The temperaturesTm — the maximum of the phase transitio
intensity for nanocrystals with sizes somewhat greater thanRII and, correspondingly, les
thanRII — were found by decomposing the curves4–9. These data are presented in F
2a near the jump inTm .

For the jump III ~in Tc , Fig. 2a, curve3 at RIII 51.8 nm! the analogous redistribu

FIG. 3. Curves of the phase-transition intensitydK(E0 ,T)/dT for CuCl nanocrystals in glass on melting~a!
and crystallization~b! near the corresponding jumps inTm andTc . The nanocrystals decreased in size: a! from
2.7 nm~1! to 1.9 nm~9! and b! from 2.0 nm~1! to 1.6 nm~10!. At RII52.2 nm — jump in the parameterTm ;
at RIII 51.8 nm — jump in the parameterTc .
514 514JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 7, 10 Oct. 1997 P. M. Valov and V. I. Le man
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tion of the curvesdK/dT with a discontinuity of the average crystallization temperat
Tc is shown in Fig. 3b for average sizesRa ranging from 2.0 nm~curve 1! to 1.6 nm
~curve10!. The average size equalsRIII 51.8 nm~curve6!, for which half of the particle
ensemble has a crystallization temperatureTc no lower than 170 °C and the other half h
a crystallization temperature no higher than 155 °C.

The last jumps could both be due to the change in the equilibrium crystal shap
accordance with the theory,3,4 the specific surface energys of a particle decreases wit
the particle size. However, Rusanov’s calculations4 show that for some small sizess can
start to increase on account of an increase of the relative contribution of edges
surface energy. In this connection, it is energetically more advantageous for the fa
of a crystal to change so that the free energy of the crystal does not increase on a
of an increase in the surface energy. As experiments show, in the case of CuCl
crystals the crystal shape changes without a substantial change in the crystalline st
of the crystal, since in this size range there is no jump in the size dependence
position of theZ1,2 exciton ~Fig. 2b, curves1,2!.

The small shift to smaller sizes (RIII 51.8 nm! of the jump inTc relative to the jump
in Tm (RII52.2 nm! could possibly be explained by the lower crystallization tempe
ture, as a result of which a change in the equilibrium faceting becomes advantage
smaller sizes.

One other important size effect should be noted in Fig. 2 — merging of the curves
1 and 3 ~Fig. 2a! at CuCl nanocrystal sizes less thanRd51.4 nm. The crystallization
temperatureTc(R) follows the curveTm(R) and therefore the supercooling of the me
vanishesDT50. Such an effect was predicted in Ref. 1. This effect is explained in
5 by the vanishing of the surface energy for particles whose size is close to the thic
of the surface layer of the crystal. The clear manifestation of excitonic absorption an
presence of the melting–crystallization phase transition attest to the crystalline stru
of such particles. For these particles the size shift of the energy states of theZ1,2 exciton
increases sharply~Fig. 2b, curves1 and2!.

In summary, Gibbs’ remark about the possibility of having physical heterogen
~UDP! with zero surface energy@Ref. 3, p. 255# has been completely confirmed. As w
have seen, such a heterogeneity is a special type of crystal whose main property
absence of surface energy. This could be due to a rapid exchange between the ele
subsystems of the atoms in the bulk and at the surface. If this is an activational exch
it is possible that it can be frozen at low temperatures. In this case, investigation of
crystalline formations at low temperatures is very promising. These crystals can be
fully called quantum dots or superatoms,10 since in them there is no difference betwe
the surface atoms and atoms of the bulk.

We are especially grateful to V. V. Golubkov for measuringRa of the control
samples by the SAXRS method. This work was sponsored by the Russian Fun
Fundamental Research~Grant No. 96-02-16966!.

a!The stopping of the phase transition is explained by the nonmelting or noncrystallization, respectively,
part of the ensemble of CuCl particles for which the temperature is higher~on melting! or lower ~on crystal-
lization! than the stopping temperature.

b!The computational parameters were chosen empirically on the basis of the data of Ref. 11. Control s
515 515JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 7, 10 Oct. 1997 P. M. Valov and V. I. Le man
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on which the size of the nanocrystals was determined by small-angle x-ray scattering~SAXRS! method and
the parametersTm andTc were measured~large squares and crosses on the corresponding curves1–3!, were
prepared at certain randomly selected treatment temperatures. The results confirmed the correctne
calculation ofRa from Eq.~2!. In the size range 1–3 nm Eq.~2! most likely somewhat overestimates the siz
because the UDP growth mechanism passes into the second stage.12

c!When the heat treatment time of the control sample increased or decreased by a factor of 10, the depe
Tm(Ra) and Tc(Ra) and the region of the jumps shifted to lower or higher treatment temperatures, re
tively, by more than 15 °C.
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Co/Pd and Co/Pd/CoNi multilayer films: Determination of
the sign and magnitude of the exchange interaction
of ferromagnetic layers separated by palladium layers

R. S. Iskhakov,a) Zh. M. Moroz, L. A. Chekanova, and N. A. Shepeta
L. V. Kirenski� Institute of Physics, Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy, of Scien
660036 Krasnoyarsk, Russia

E. E. Shalygina
M. V. Lomonosov Moscow State University, 119899 Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 16 July 1997; resubmitted 4 September 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 7, 487–491~10 October 1997!

It is found that the exchange interaction of Co~5 nm! ferromagnetic
layers via Pd in Co/Pd multilayer films and of Co~5 nm! and CoNi~5
nm! layers via the same nonmagnetic metal in Co/Pd/CoNi films can be
both ferro- and antiferromagnetic. The period of the AF–F–AFoscil-
lations is of the order of 0.8 nm, and the amplitude of the oscillations
decays as a power-law function;dPd

22 . © 1997 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-3640~97!00819-0#

PACS numbers: 75.30.Et, 75.70.Cn

The oscillatory exchange interaction between ferromagnetic layers via a condu
nonmagnetic-metal interlayer is one of the few quantum effects established exper
tally in the last few years. There is a large body of theoretical works, but in many c
the mechanisms studied in them do not give a satisfactory explanation of the obs
effects. This means that more multilayer objects in which ferromagnetic and antif
magnetic ordering of the individual layers are realized must be studied. Such o
include Co/Cu, Co/Ru, and Co/Au multilayer films.1–3 At present there are no exper
mental data on the oscillations of the exchange interaction between the Co laye
Co/Pd and Co/Pt multilayer films.4 We shall show that the Co/Pd multilayer syste
should be added to this list.

Our objective in the present work is to determine the sign and magnitude o
exchange interaction of Co layers via the Pd layer in Co/Pd multilayer films and
dependence of this characteristic on the thickness of the nonmagnetic interlayer.

The Co/Pd multilayer films were obtained by chemical deposition of salts of t
metals from an aqueous solution onto a glass substrate. The samples consisted o
pairs of Co/Pd layers with lattice constantdCo55 nm and Pd layer thickness rangin
from 0.5 to 4 nm. Both metals possessed a fcc structure~a detailed description of the
samples is given in Ref. 5!.

It is well known that the most reliable way to detect antiferromagnetic ordering
observe orientational transitions of the spin-flop and spin-flip type. The measured
strength of a spin-flip transition makes it possible to determine experimentally the
517 5170021-3640/97/070517-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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the magnetization curves for Co/Pd multilayer films were performed on a magneto
magnetometer by means of the equatorial Kerr effect. An 80-Hz external ac mag
field H was applied perpendicular to the plane of incidence of the light and parallel t
surface of the sample. The magnetooptic signal was detected in reflection from a m
section of diameterD530 mm on the surface. The measurements of the local magn
zation curvesd(H);M (H) were performed with a stepD/2 for a fixed energy of the
incident photons.b!

The following results were obtained. It was established that the form of the ma
tization curvesd(H);M (H) of Co/Pd films depends only on the thickness of the
layer ~Fig. 1!. Specifically, in-plane magnetization curves which are characteristic
magnetically soft ferromagnetic materials with a saturation field less than 50 Oe
observed for some values ofdPd, while for other values ofdPd the magnetization of the
Co/Pd multilayer films was observed in the same geometry to increase linearly wit
external magnetic field all the way up to saturation fields above 100 Oe~see Fig. 1!.
Thus, the magnetization curvesd(H);M (H) were characterized by saturation field
Hs.100 Oe fordPd50.7, 1.8, 2.3, 3.6, and 4 nm and byHs,50 Oe fordPd51.4, 2.1,
2.7, and 3 nm.

These results point to ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic ordering of the Co l
in Co/Pd multilayer films and an oscillatory behavior of the exchange interaction o
Co layers via Pd as a function of the Pd thickness. The period of the AF–F–AFoscilla-
tions was established from the characteristic change in the form of the magnetiz
curve ~from a magnetically soft to a magnetically hard ferromagnet!. For Co/Pd it was
found to be equal to 0.8 nm. Assuming the saturation field of the magnetically
magnetization curve to be equal to the magnitude of the spin-flip transition field
using the expressionJE5MCodCoHs/4, we obtained for the antiferromagnetic exchan

FIG. 1. Typical magnetization curvesd(H);M (H) of Co~5 nm!/Pd multilayer films:dPd51.8 nm ~curve1!
anddPd51.4 nm~curve2!.
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interactionJE50.6 Oe/cm2 in the antiferromagnetic ordered Co layers in Co/Pd mu
layer films.

However, in order to compare with the theoretical dependences, it is necess
have measurements of the experimental dependencesJE(dPd) in the entire range of thick-
nesses of the nonmagnetic metal layer. The ferromagnetic exchange interactionJE(dPd)
cannot be determined from the magnetization curves, so that we used a different e
mental procedure, employing the ferromagnetic resonance~FMR!. The FMR method was
used to measure Co/Pd/CoNi multilayer films with Ni content;20 at.% in an individual
layer. The films were also obtained by the method of chemical deposition on
substrates. The individual fcc Co and fcc CoNi layers possessed a constant thickn
5 nm; the thickness of the Pd layer varied from 0 to 4 nm. The total thickness o
@Co~5 nm!/Pd~x!/CoNi~5 nm!] •7 films varied from 70 to 130 nm, which made it possib
to observe two resonance peaks in the FMR spectrum~at a frequency of 9.2 GHz! with
the films oriented parallel to the external field~the typical form of the FMR spectra i
displayed in the inset in Fig. 2!. Reference samples whose FMR spectra~with parallel
orientation! consisted of one resonance peak were prepared; they consisted of s
layer fcc-Co and fcc-CoNi films 200 nm thick. Comparing the FMR spectra o
Co/Pd/CoNi multilayer film with the FMR spectra of the reference samples mad
possible to identify the origin of the low-field~due to the Co layers! and high-field~due
to the CoNi layers! peaks as well as to record the magnitudes of the resonance fiel
a function of the thickness of the Pd layer. Figure 2 displays the resonance fields
individual ferromagnetic layers versus the thickness of the interlayer in these films. I
assumed that the displacement of the resonance peaks of the CoNi and Co layers
Co/Pd/CoNi multilayer films from the values ofHr for the reference films is due to th
exchange modification of the internal field strength in individual layers.

Expressions for this exchange modification were obtained using a model

FIG. 2. Resonance fields of the high- and low-field peaks versus the Pd layer thickness for Co/Pd
multilayer films. The solid lines show the magnitudes of the resonance fields of the Co and CoNi refe
films. Inset: Typical form of the ferromagnetic resonance spectrum~at frequency 9.2 GHz! with the @Co~5
nm!/Pd~0.9 nm!/CoNi~5 nm!] •7 film oriented parallel to the external field.
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coupled bilayer film system. Since we have used these expressions to determi
magnitudes of the exchange interaction of the Co and CoNi ferromagnetic layers
rated by a Pd layer, we shall describe in greater detail the model proposed in Ref
Ref. 6 a typical system consisting of two ferromagnetic layers interacting with each
via an intermediate nonmagnetic layer was studied. The interaction energyEAB per unit
area was written in the formEAB52JMA•MB , whereJ is the magnitude of the inter
action and the vectorsMA and MB denote the magnetizations in the layersA and B,
respectively. The magnetic layers of thicknessdA anddB are separated by a nonmagne
layer of thicknessdc . The x2y plane was also the plane of the film. The extern
magnetic fieldH, located in they2z plane, makes an anglea with the normal to the
film. The microwave fieldh;exp(ivt) is directed along thex axis. The anglesuA,B

determine the orientation of the magnetization in a Cartesian coordinate system.
casedA5dB5dc5d anda5p/2 (H is directed along they axis!, HKeff A5HKeff B50,
gA5gB5g, the total energy for the two-layer interacting system is given by

E5@2H•MA12pMA
2 cos2uA#d1@2H•MB12pMB

2 cos2 uB#d2JMA•MB . ~1!

The dispersion relation determined for this system by solving the Landau–Lifshitz e
tion in the approximationH!4pM can be written in the form

~v/g!42~v/g!2@4H–~MA1MB!18pJEMA•MB1JE
2~MA1MB!2#116p2H2MA•MB

116p2JE~H–MA!@MB•~MA1MB!#14pJE
2H–~MA1MB!~MA

21MB
2 !50, ~2!

where an effective interaction strength parameterJE , divided by the thickness of the
ferromagnetic layer, is used. For large values ofuJEu the roots of this equation correspon
to acoustical and optical oscillations of the magnetization vectors of the ferromag
layersA andB, and foruJEu→0 this equation has two roots:

~v2/g2!154pH–MA1JEMB•MA ; ~v2/g2!254pH–MB1JEMA•MB . ~3!

These equations describe two resonance curves for regions with different magnetiz
(MA andMB) and with the corrected internal fields.

We assume that the experimental data presented in Fig. 2 are described by Eq~3!.
This interpretation was chosen as a result of investigations of the resonance fieldsHi as
a function of the orientation anglea of the external field relative to the normal to th
film.

Using the known values of the magnetization of the Co and CoNi layers enabl
to construct theoretical curves of the resonance fields as a function of the magnitud
sign of the exchange interaction. Since similar curves in (Hi ,JE) coordinates were al-
ready given in Ref. 6, we do not present them here. Plotting the experimental valu
the resonance fields of two modes, obtained from the FMR spectra for Co/Pd/
multilayer films~see Fig. 2!, along with the theoretical curves made it possible to de
mine the functionJE(dPd). The functionJE(dPd) computed in this manner is displayed
Fig. 3. One can see that the functionJE(dPd) is described by the product of an oscillato
function by some functionf (dPd) that decreases with increasingdPd.

Therefore the Pd-mediated exchange interaction of the ferromagnetic Co and
layers can be both ferro- and antiferromagnetic, and the period of the AF–F–AFoscil-
520 520JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 7, 10 Oct. 1997 Iskhakov et al.
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lations agrees with the period determined from the characteristic change in the fo
the magnetization curves of the Co/Pd multilayer films~Fig. 1!. Moreover, the function
JE(dPd) calculated from experiment makes it possible to determine~by plotting the ex-
perimental quantities in double-logarithmic coordinates! the law of decay of the ampli-
tude of the oscillations with increasing thickness of the Pd layer: It was found thauJu
;(dPd)

22.

Let us now summarize. It was established that the exchange interaction of th
layers through the Pd layer in Co/Pd multilayer films is of an oscillatory character
that the amplitude of the oscillations decays as a power-law function (dPd)

22. The small
magnitude of this interaction as compared with Co/Cu multilayer films is noteworth

a!e-mail: riuf@iph.krasnoyarsk.su
b!Kerr effects linear in the magnetization are determined by the expressiond ki

s 5aki(v)Ms , where the corre-
sponding constants depend only on the wavelength~frequency! of the incident light. Therefored(H)/ds

5M (H)/Ms , i.e., d(H);M (H).

1A. J. Jin, J. Appl. Phys.77, 3971~1995!.
2Z. Zhang, L. Z. Hon, P. Wigen, and K. Dunadjela, Phys. Rev. B50, 6094~1994!.
3J. J. de Vries and W. M. de Jonge, J. Appl. Phys.75, 6440~1994!.
4A. Murayama and M. Miyamura, J. Appl. Phys.69, 5661~1991!.
5R. S. Iskhakov, Zh. M. Moroz, I. S. E´ del’man, and L. A. Chekanova, JETP Lett.63, 770 ~1996!.
6A. Lauade, J. Magn. Magn. Mater.92, 143 ~1990!.

Translated by M. E. Alferieff

FIG. 3. Computed interlayer exchange interaction constant in Co/Pd/CoNi multilayer films as a function
Pd layer thickness.
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On edge states in superconductors with time inversion
symmetry breaking

G. E. Volovik
Low Temperature Laboratory, Helsinki University of Technology, 02150 Espoo, Finlan
L. D. Landau Institute of Theoretical Physics Russian Academy of Sciences, 117940
Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 8 September 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 7, 492–496~10 October 1997!

Superconducting states with different internal topology are discussed
for the layered high-Tc materials. If the time inversion symmetry is
broken, the superconductivity is determined not only by the symmetry
of the superconducting state but also by the topology of the ground
state. The latter is determined by the integer-valued momentum-space
topological invariantN. The current carrying boundary between do-
mains with differentN (N2ÞN1) is considered. The current is pro-
duced by fermion zero modes, the number of which per layer is
2(N22N1). © 1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!00919-5#

PACS numbers: 74.20.Fg

1. INTRODUCTION

Recently a new phase transition in high-temperature superconductors was fou1 in
Ni-doped Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8. It occurs at low temperature,T;200 mK, and seems to cor
respond to the opening of the gap in the superconductor, which is gapless~contains lines
of nodes! above the transition. Since a gap usually appears in a superconductor with
of nodes if the time inversion (T) symmetry is violated, this suggests that the spontane
breaking of theT symmetry occurs in the new transition. Such a transition can be ca
by interaction with magnetic impurities.

Some evidence of the additional symmetry breaking with opening of the gap in
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 in the presence of a magnetic field was reported in Ref. 2. The com
order parameterdx22y21 idxy was proposed in Ref. 3 for describing this experiment. T
possibility of brokenT symmetry within the grain boundaries and twin boundaries
also been discussed.4,5

Since brokenT symmetry is now becoming popular for the high-temperature su
conductors, we discuss some consequences of the brokenT symmetry in theD52 spatial
dimensions relevant for layered superconductors. These consequences are similar
in thin films of superfluid3He-A and other 2D systems whereT symmetry is broken.
They are described in terms of the integer-valued topological invariant of the gr
state,6–10 which gives rise to chiral edge states on the boundary of superconductor a
some cases to quantization of Hall conductivity. We discuss here this topological in
ant for the layered superconductors.
522 5220021-3640/97/070522-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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2. INTERNATIONAL TOPOLOGICAL INVARIANT

In the BCS model of the high-Tc superconductor, the quasiparticle spectrum
obtained from the Bogoliubov–Nambu Hamiltonian

H5t3e~k!1t1D1~k!1t2D2~k![tW•m~k!, ~2.1!

wheret i are the 232 Pauli matrices in particle–hole space;k is the 2D vector of the
in-plane linear momentum. In the simplest model

e~k!5
k22kF

2

2m
, D1~k!5d1~nx

22ny
2!1s1 , D2~k!52d2nxny1s2 , ~2.2!

wheren̂5(nx ,ny)5k/uku. The gap functionD1(k) describes the originaldx22y21s state
of the high-Tc superconductor, where the admixture of thes state comes from the orthor
hombic deviation of the crystal symmetry from the tetragonal. It is believed thats1 is less
than d1, so the gap nodes do not disappear in the mixture, but are shifted from
symmetric positions in the tetragonal crystal.

The functionD2(k) appears in the state with brokenT symmetry. TheT symmetry
can be broken in two ways: with conservation of the symmetryI with respect to reflec-
tion in ^100& crystal axis~cf. Ref. 11!, or with conservation of the combined symmet
IT. In the I-symmetric state one hasd250, while in theIT-symmetric states250.
However, we consider here the more general case, when bothI andIT are broken and
one has a mixture ofis andid components. Our goal is to show that the properties of
system atT50 are determined by the ground state topology rather than by symme

In the energy spectrum of the broken-T-symmetry state, there should appear a g

D5minuE~k!uÞ0, E2~k!5m2~k!5e2~k!1D1
2~k!1D2

2~k!. ~2.3!

There are exceptions from this rule: at certain values of the parameters satisfyin
condition

~s1 /d1!21~s2 /d2!251 ~2.4!

the gapD becomes zero at some pointsk. This equation thus determines the surfaces
the phase space of the parameterss1 , d1 , s2 , d2, which separate the regions of th
gapped superconducting states. On these surfaces the superconductivity is gaples

The gapped superconducting states on different sides of the surface of gaple
perconductivity have the same symmetry. But these states are different in terms
internal topology, determined by the topological invariant of the ground state:10

N5
1

4pE d2k m̂•S ]m̂

]kx
3

]m̂

]ky
D , m̂5m/umu. ~2.5!

In our simple model this invariant is

N50, if S s2

d2
D 2

1S s1

d1
D 2

.1 ~2.6!

and
523 523JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 7, 10 Oct. 1997 G. E. Volovik
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N52 sign~d1d2!, if S s2

d2
D 2

1S s1

d1
D 2

,1. ~2.7!

The sign ofN is determined by the relative sign of real and imaginary components o
d-wave order parameter. The transition between states with different integer-value
variant N occurs via the gapless intermediate state~see similar phenomena in the th
films of 3He-A, where theT symmetry is also broken10!.

In general the order parameter is more complicated; moreover, the system of
acting fermions cannot be described by an effective Hamiltonian of the type~2.1!. The
topological invariant of the ground state nevertheless exists, but it is expressed in
of the Green’s functions.6,10

3. CHIRAL EDGE STATES IN DOMAIN WALLS

Because of the 2-fold degeneracy of theT-symmetry-broken states, there can
domain walls: surfaces in real space separating domains with opposite parity. IfNÞ0,
the degenerate superconducting states have opposite values ofN. Because of the jump o
N across the domain wall, the wall must contain fermion zero modes. These ar
gapless branchesE(ki), whereki is the linear momentum along the wall; they cross ze
energy aski varies. These fermion zero modes correspond to the chiral gapless
states in the quantum hall effect~see Ref. 9 for thep-wave pairing in3He-A film and Ref.
3 for the pured-wave case withs15s250). Close to zero energy the spectrum of theath
mode is linear:

Ea~ki!5ca~ki2ka!. ~3.1!

There is an index theorem which determines the algebraic numbern of the fermion
zero modes, i.e., the number of modes crossing zero with positive slope, minu
number of modes with negative slope,

n5(
a

sign ca . ~3.2!

According to the index theorem the numbern per CuO2 layer for a wall separating the
superconducting states withN5N1 andN5N2 is

n52~N22N1!. ~3.3!

If one considers the boundary between superconductor and insulator, the invarianN on
the insulating side should be put to zero.

The fermion zero modes in the domain wall have the same origin as the fer
zero modes in spectrum of the Caroli–de Gennes–Matricon bound states in the
core, where theT symmetry is also broken.12 In the latter case the chiral fermions a
orbiting around the vortex axis, which corresponds to the motion along the closed do
boundary.13 For a circular domain wall of radiusR the edge state have an angul
momentumQ5kiR, and from Eq.~3.1! one obtains the spectrum of the low-ener
bound states in terms of the angular momentumQ:

Ea~Q!5va~Q2Qa!. ~3.4!
524 524JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 7, 10 Oct. 1997 G. E. Volovik
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Hereva5ca /R is the angular velocity of the rotation along the closed trajectory. T
equation represents the general spectrum of fermions bound to the vortex core
14–16. The number of fermion zero modes in the vortex core which have bran
Ea(Q) that cross zero energy as functions ofQ is also determined by the inde
theorem:17

n5(
a

sign va52N, ~3.5!

but nowN is the winding number of the vortex.

4. CURRENT CARRYING BY EDGE STATES

The breaking of theT symmetry leads to a ground-state current carried by
occupied negative energy states in the domain wall. The topological characteristics
fermionic charge~current! accumulated by the general texture in3He-A, whereT sym-
metry is broken, was discussed in Ref. 18. In our case the current is concentrated
the domain wall, and this current along the closed wall gives rise to an angular mo
tum of the domain. The magnitude of the angular momentum can vary because
fermionic charge accumulated by the superconducting state. This accumulation o
due to spectral flow in the fermion zero modes~see Ref. 15!.

If the superconducting state is axisymmetric and has no additional breakin
spatial parity, the angular momentum of superconductor per electron is quantiz

T50: Lz5
1
2 \N. This angular momentum does not depend on details of the gap stru

and is determined only by the topological invariantN. In our simple model the axisym
metric state with nonzeroN52 occurs ifs15s250 andd15d2. However, when one
deforms the superconducting state from the axisymmetric to the relevant one, th
mentumLz will be substantially modified by the deformation if a spectral flow tak
place during such a deformation.15 But typically Lz remains of the same order.

One can estimate the change of the edge current under the deformation
superconducting state from the most symmetric one. The mass current along the d
wall changes in the following way:

DJM5
e

8p\(
a

ka
2 sign ca . ~4.1!

This gives the following change of the electric current

DJe5
e

8p\(
a

ka
2

m
sign ca . ~4.2!

The Eq. ~4.1! is obtained from the following consideration. The change in
current is caused by the spectral flow which takes place during the change of the s
parameters (s1 ,s2 ,d1 ,d2). If dna is the number of levels on theath branch which cross
zero energy under the deformation of the state, the variation of the current is

dJM5(
a

kadna , ~4.3!
525 525JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 7, 10 Oct. 1997 G. E. Volovik
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since each level, when it crosses zero, carries a momentumka with it. On the other hand
the variation of the number of levels is the variation of the momentum divided by
phase space volume 2p\:

dna5
dka

2p\
sign ca . ~4.4!

This gives

dJM5
1

8p\ (
a

d~ka
2! sign ca . ~4.5!

An extra 1/2 is introduced to compensate for the duplication of degrees of freedom
both particle and hole states are considered in the Bogoliubov description in Eq.~2.1!.
Equation~4.5! leads to Eq.~4.1!.

In some special cases one haska50 and the change in the edge current becom
zero. This may happen if the spatial parityP is not violated and for special orientation
of the domain wall. In general case the momentum for which the energy is zero
finite value, which is typically of the order ofkF . There are can be special orientations
the wall for which ka56kF . In this case one obtains the quantized response of
current to the chemical potentialm: dJe5endm/4p\ ~Ref. 9!. However, this is not a
general result. In generalDJe;enkF

2/4p\m if n5(a sign caÞ0.

We have described different classes of superconductivity in CuO2 planes with bro-
ken time inversion symmetry. The superconducting states may have the same sym
but differ in their topological properties. The superconducting states are described b
integer-valued momentum-space topological invariantN. The boundary separating do
mains with differentN (N2ÞN1) contains fermion zero modes, the number of which
determined byN22N1. These fermions are current-carrying and produce nonzero cu
along the domain wall in the ground states ifN2ÞN1.

The magnitude of the edge current is usually of the order ofekF
2/4p\m. It is large

compared to the magnitude obtained by Laughlin~see Eq.~21! of Ref. 3!, who consid-
ered the pured-wave case, which hasN52. Laughlin’s result can be obtained if on
takeska

2/2m5D in Eq. ~4.2!, whereD is the gap in the spectrum in Eq.~2.3!. However,
there are no grounds for making such an identification.

The domain-wall fermions are also important in particle physics. For example
chiral fermions in our 311 dimensions can be reproduced by zero modes bound
domain wall in 411 dimensions.19

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research,
96-02-16072.
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Near field scanning optical spectroscopy of InP single
quantum dots

G. Guttroff,a) M. Bayer, and A. Forchel
Technische Physik, Universita¨t Würzburg Am Hubland, D-97074 Wu¨rzburg, Germany

D. V. Kazantsev
Institute of Theoretical and Experimental Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117
Moscow, Russia

M. K. Zundel and K. Eberl
Max-Planck-Institut fu¨r Festkörperforschung, 70054 Stuttgart, Germany

~Submitted 8 September 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 7, 497–501~10 October 1997!

We study InP quantum dots which are prepared by strain induced self-
assembly on GaAs substrates with a GaInP buffer layer using a near
field scanning optical microscope operating at near liquid He bath tem-
peratures in the collection mode. Single quantum dots are identified
spatially and spectrally due to their photoluminescence spectrum. Se-
ries of luminescence lines due to single dots of different sizes are
discussed in terms of dot height and width fluctuations. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!01019-0#

PACS numbers: 73.61.Ey, 73.20.Dx, 07.79.Fc, 61.16.Ch

In recent years near-field scanning optical microscopy~NSOM! has proven to be a
very useful tool for the investigation of quantum-sized semiconductor structures be
it provides optical spectroscopy with a spatial resolution on the order of the size o
quantum structures themselves.1–4 The main factors limiting the spatial and spectr
resolution are, e.g., the penetration depth of light in semiconductors and the c
diffusion, which are on a scale of hundreds of nanometers. The last effect is espe
critical for the investigation of quantum structures in the case of nonresonant exci
of the barrier material. Both problems are especially troublesome for NSOMs oper
in the illumination mode. We show that it is possible to overcome these problems
a NSOM which is operated in the collection mode.

The scanning head, as illustrated in Fig. 1, was placed inside a standard va
temperature helium cryostat and cooled by a helium gas flow. Experiments can b
formed at sample temperatures near liquid-helium temperature. The fiber tip used f
experiment was fabricated with a fiber pulling setup and was coated with a 100
aluminum layer. Tip apertures below 100 nm in diameter have been realized. The
ning process is done with a piezo scanning head and controlled with a shear
feedback via laser 1, which is guided through the cryostat windows and crosses th
tip. Both the laser diode and the photodiode are installed outside of the cryosta
excitation of the carriers, an Ar1-laser operating at 514 nm is focused by a lens sys
through one cryostat window at the position of the fiber tip on the sample. The excit
528 5280021-3640/97/070528-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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power can be varied up to 100 W/cm2. The photoluminescence~PL! spectrumI (x,y,l)
collected with the fiber tip at position@x,y# is dispersed with a 0.3 m monochromator a
detected by a liquid-nitrogen-cooled Si-CCD camera.

By detecting the PL with this collection mode setup only photons from carr
recombining below the tip are collected, and so the spatial and spectral resolution
PL signal depends primarily on the quality of the tip. Todaet al.3 and Flacket al.4 have
demonstrated investigations of quantum dot structures with a NSOM in the illumin
mode. However, for this mode the diffusion of optically excited carriers limits the sp
resolution.3–10 In the present setup using a collection mode, diffusion effects are invo
in the population of the dot by electron–hole pairs. The spatial resolution, howev
determined entirely by the collection of the luminescence in the near field mode.

The samples were grown on semi-insulating~100! GaAs substrates in a convention
MBE system using GaP as the P2 source. For further details about the P2 source see Ref
11. After removal of the oxide, a 400 nm thick GaAs buffer is grown under a b
equivalent pressure of 431026 Torr at a substrate temperature of 580°C. Then
deposition is interrupted to change from As-rich to P-rich growth conditions. The d
sition sequence includes 200 nm of Ga0.46In0.54P, followed by 3.0 monolayers~ML ! of
InP. The InP islands are finally overgrown by a 50 nm thick Ga0.46In0.54P layer. This layer
sequence is grown at 470°C substrate temperature and under a P2 beam equivalent
pressure of 631026 Torr. The surface of the Ga0.46In0.54P layer shows a 231 recon-
struction in reflection high-energy electron diffraction~RHEED!. We use a growth rate o
1 ML/s for Ga0.46In0.54P and 0.5 ML/s for InP. The composition of the Ga0.46In0.54P layers
is determined by double-crystalx-ray diffraction~DCXR!. The InP quantum dots grown
with this procedure have approximately a diameter of 18 nm and a height of 2.4 n
indicated by TEM studies.12

FIG. 1. Experimental setup of the collection-mode near-field optical microscope inside a He cryostat.
529 529JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 7, 10 Oct. 1997 Guttroff et al.
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To test the spectral resolution of the system, PL spectra were recorded at
sample positions. For the far-field case, which means that the tip-to-sample distanz is
significantly larger than the wavelengthl of the light, the PL of a relatively large numbe
of QDs is observed. Since the size of these QDs varies statistically around a mean
a Gaussian shaped PL signal is seen in the spectrum~Fig. 2a!. When the tip is placed in
the near field regime (z,l) sharp emission lines of single QDs with intensities w
above the noise level are observed, as shown in Fig. 2b. The minimum spectra
ewidths of the luminescence spikes are around 1 meV, which is approximately the
tral resolution. The energy of these emission lines depends on the position@x,y# at which
the spectra are recorded.

Because the sample was overgrown with a 50 nm thick Ga0.46In0.54P layer, no spatial
variations can be seen with AFM and STM techniques. The overgrowth layer also
the spatial resolution for detection of the spectra to the scale of the layer thickness,
photons from carriers recombining inside the quantum dots are emitted isotrop
50 nm beneath the surface.

A typical data set is displayed in Fig. 3. The plot consists of 76 spectra, eac
which was taken with an integration time of 30 s, and for every spectrum the sampl
moved about 26 nm along thex direction. The intensity is scaled such that bright area
the energy-versus-x-position image in Fig. 3 correspond to a large number of pho
counts in the PL spectrum. Spectra at fixed sample positionsx5x1 ,x2 ,x3 are displayed
in Fig. 4b.

FIG. 2. a—Photoluminescence spectrum detected with the fiber tip at a fixed position on the sample in
field (z@l). b—PL spectrum in the near-field regime (z,l), T510 K.
530 530JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 7, 10 Oct. 1997 Guttroff et al.
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One observes that single emission lines far above the noise level appear and
pear as the tip is scanned along thex direction. These lines, which arise from sing
quantum dots, exist over distances in the range of 100 to 300 nm. The linescan in
is accompanied by a blue shift of the single dot emission lines of about 10 meV. I
scanning direction is reversed, we see an exactly corresponding red shift. Measure
of the temperature dependence and excitation-intensity dependence of the PL were
at single positions on this sample, and according to these results we attribute this e
shift to local heating effects of the sample by the fiber tip, which is placed in the l
beam focus in close proximity to the sample. However other effects like the deform
of the quantum dot band structure by the strong electric field due to the close prox

FIG. 3. PL recorded in the near field regime during a linescan in thex direction atT510 K.
531 531JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 7, 10 Oct. 1997 Guttroff et al.
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of the fiber tip to the quantum dot in the laser focus could also play an important r

A linecut along a typical emission line is shown in Fig. 4a. The FWHM along
x-direction of this plot indicates a spatial resolution of about 100 nm. The density o
quantum dots can be determined by the average number of peaks in the PL s
recorded in the near field. We observe at the average about 5 peaks, therefore
density is 500/mm2 for a spatial resolution of 100 nm as determined in the linescan.
value agrees very well with previous measurements done with cross sectional TEM
AFM.12

As shown in Fig. 4b, the near-field emission lines of a dot are characterized by
different energy separations. First, a typical spacing between single dot transition
on the order of 5 meV occurs frequently in the spectra. In addition, we observe a
much larger spacing of about 50 meV in many spectra~e.g., bottom and center traces
Fig. 4b!. We attribute the luminescence lines with smaller energy separation to dots
slightly different diameters, whereas the larger spacing between the luminescence
may be due to height variations of the approximately disk-shaped dots. By us
quantum dot model based on electron and hole effective masses ofme /m050.079 and
mhh /m050.150 for the strained InP and with conduction and valence band discon
ties of 676 meV and 70 meV, respectively, we obtain for a one-monolayer height
tuation a shift of the emission peak of about 50 meV. Within this model the sm
energy spacing corresponds to changes of the dot diameter of about 10 percen

FIG. 4. a—Linecut across an observed dot alongx8 as indicated in Fig. 3. b—Several linecuts of Fig. 3, show
at different positionsx1, x2, x3.
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values are consistent with TEM and AFM studies12 of size fluctuations in self-assemble
dots prior to overgrowth. In addition, some of the observed single-dot transition
might be due to ground and excited state recombination in a given dot. This is
indicated by the similar spatial extent and blue shift of some of the transition strea
the linescan~Fig. 3!. Due to the small dot size the calculated energy spacing betw
allowed transitions in the ground state and the first excited states of 40 meV is large
the observed separation of most of the peaks. This may indicate contributions of fo
den transitions in the quantum dots, which could be promoted, e.g., by shape aniso
of the dots or local electric fields.

In summary, we have studied single InP dot emission lines with a NSOM oper
in the collection mode. Carrier diffusion and light penetration effects, which limit
resolution of spatially resolved spectroscopy in illumination mode setups, can be la
eliminated by operating the NSOM in the collection mode. By using the combined sp
and spectral resolution of our system we are able to distinguish dots with varying h
from dots with variations of the lateral diameter.

a!e-mail: guttroff@physik.uni-wuerzburg.de
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Anomalous behavior of the structural parameters of
YBa2Cu4O8 single crystals at the transition to
the superconducting state

V. N. Molchanova) and V. I. Simonov
Institute of Crystallography, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117333 Moscow, Russia

M. K. Blomberg and M. Yu. Merisalo
Department of Physics, Helsinki University, FIN-00014, Helsinki

~Submitted 9 September 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 7, 502–506~10 October 1997!

High-precision x-ray crystallographic studies of YBa2Cu4O8 single
crystals (Tc570 K) are performed at eight temperatures in the interval
20–295 K. It is found that a number of structural parameters exhibit
anomalous behavior near the superconducting transition of the crystal.
A characteristic effect near the phase transition is the displacement of
the O1 bridge atom that joins the Cu1 atom of the cuprate chain to the
Cu2 atom of the cuprate plane. The shift of this oxygen toward the Cu2
atom is indicative of a change in the Cu2–O1 chemical bond and of
charge transfer to the cuprate plane in the process of the transition of
the crystal to the superconducting state. ©1997 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-3640~97!01119-5#

PACS numbers: 61.50.Ks, 74.72.Bk

Because isomorphic substitutions, disordering, and twinning do not occur in h
quality YBa2Cu4O8 single crystals~Y phase 124!, such crystals are very attractive fo
performing high-precision structural investigations at temperatures below and abov
superconducting transition. The behavior of the structural parameters near the
transition is of special interest. Much of the structural work on 124 compounds has
done on powder samples,1,2 and there are only a few publications on single crystals3,4

Anomalies in the behavior of the structural parameters near the phase transition, as
are not observed in the neutron diffraction and x-ray investigations performed on
ders, though there are indications of the presence of such anomalies.3,5 We have per-
formed complete x-ray crystallographic investigations of a YBa2Cu4O8 single crystal
(Tc570 K) with the dimensions 0.21330.15330.032 mm at temperatures of 20, 53, 5
65, 77, 89, 95, and 295 K. The crystal is orthorhombic, its symmetry space gro
Ammm, Z52, the unit cell parameters at room temperature area53.8400(7), b
53.8704(7), andc527.225(3) Å. The structural parameters were refined at all temp
tures by a full-matrix version of the least-squares method using 613 independent
tural amplitudes. In the process, 36 parameters were refined. The final discrepancy
between the experimental structural amplitudes and the amplitudes calculated us
534 5340021-3640/97/070534-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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fined models were in the range 1.1–1.5% at all temperatures; this attests to the reli
of the results obtained. A model of the atomic structure of the compound 124 is r
duced in Fig. 1.

Figure 2 shows the temperature dependence of the unit cell parameters
YBa2Cu4O8 single crystal. Of course, the behavior of the cell volume does not ex
any anomalies near the phase-transition temperature. The ‘‘stiffness’’ of the paramb
is due to the fact that double cuprate chains extend along this direction in the stru
The behavior of thec axis reflects the decrease in the temperature derivative of
interlayer distances at the superconducting transition of the crystal. The anomaly
behavior of thea axis nearTc is due to the change occurring in the interatomic spac
as a result of strengthening of the chemical bond between the Cu2 and O2 atoms
cuprate plane. Comparing the behavior of the parametersa and b, we can see that the

FIG. 1. Model of the atomic structure of the high-Tc superconductor YBa2Cu4O8.
535 535JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 7, 10 Oct. 1997 Molchanov et al.
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degree of orthorhombic distortion of the structure increases at the superconducting
sition of the crystal.

A detailed analysis of the behavior of the structural parameters at the supercon
ing transition of the crystal will be published later in a lengthier paper. Here, in Fig. 3

FIG. 2. Unit cell parametersa, b, c, and V of a YBa2Cu4O8 single crystal,Tc570 K, as a function of
temperature.
536 536JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 7, 10 Oct. 1997 Molchanov et al.
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present as an example the temperature dependences of thez coordinates of the basa
oxygen atoms. The behavior of these coordinates in relative units characterizes th
placement of the oxygen atoms in a direction perpendicular to the layers of the stru
One can see from the dependences presented that in the process of the phase tr
the O1 bridge oxygen shifts toward the Cu2 atom of the cuprate plane. This shif
measure of the change in the electronic structure of the compound and of the c
transfer through the bridge O1 atom to the cuprate plane. The O2 and O3 atoms
cuprate plane behave in a different manner. The result of this behavior is that i
superconducting state these oxygen atoms form a more regular square enviro
around a Cu2 atom. Thez coordinate of the O4 atom of the cuprate chain rema
practically unchanged in the entire temperature interval 20–295 K. The displaceme
the cations in the experimental temperature range are appreciable but much small
those of the oxygens.

Turning now to an analysis of the interatomic distances, which are determine
the chemical bonds between the atoms in the structure, the pyramidal CuO5 groups,
whose bases form the cuprate plane, undergo the largest changes near a superco
phase transition of the crystal. Figure 4 displays the structure of a CuO5 group and its
coupling via the O1 bridge oxygen to the CuO4 squares from the double cuprate chain
The plots in this figure indicate the behavior of the interatomic distances Cu1–O1,
O2, and O1–O3 near a phase transition. Along the curve of the variation of the Cu
distance constructed from our data we show two points which were published in R
These points were obtained from neutron powder diffraction data. They fall nea
curve, which was constructed from the x-ray diffraction data for a single crystal.

FIG. 3. Positions of the basal oxygen atoms O1, O2, O3, and O4 as a function of temperature in YBa2Cu4O8

crystals along thec axis perpendicular to the structural layers.
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decrease in the distance between the Cu2 and O1 atoms near the phase transition
by a shift of both atoms towards each other. The copper and oxygen displacements
the ratio 1:3. The interatomic distance Cu2–O1 is characterized by a sharp minimum
the phase transition. As was mentioned in the analysis of thez coordinates of the O2 and
O3 atoms of the cuprate plane, their displacements immediately after the phase tra
are directed in opposite directions. Whereas, to a first approximation, the O2 atom
synchronously with the O1 atom, so that the O1–O2 distance is virtually independe
the temperature, the O3 atom moves toward the O1 atom after the phase transitio
plots of the temperature dependence of the O1–O2 and O1–O3 distances demo
this difference in the behavior of the O2 and O3 atoms.

The presence of a minimum on the curve of the temperature dependence
Cu2–O1 distance near a phase transition was also detected previously. Similar min
the distance between the copper and the apical oxygen atom~in our case O1! were noted
in Ref. 6 ~1994! for the Tl2Ba2CaCu2O8 structure,Tc5110 K, and in Ref. 7~1996! for
the compound Tl2Ba2Ca2Cu3O10, Tc5118 K. The corresponding curves are reproduc
in Fig. 5 according to the data from the works cited. The fact that near the supercon
ing transition in the crystal the behavior of the bond between the copper atom o
cuprate plane with the apical oxygen is identical in three different high-Tc superconduc-
tors — the Y phase 124 and the Tl phases 2212 and 2223 — shows that this effec
a general nature. It is natural to attribute the shortening of the Cu–O bond in the pr
of the superconducting phase transition of the crystal to charge transfer from the res
layers of the structure into the superconducting cuprate layers via the bridge ox

FIG. 4. Diagram illustrating the joining of the Cu2 atom of the cuprate plane to the Cu1 atom of the d
chains in the YBa2Cu4O8 structure via the O1 bridge oxygen, and plots of the temperature dependence
Cu2–O1 (d — two points from Ref. 3,s — our data!, O1–O2, and O1–O3 distances.
538 538JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 7, 10 Oct. 1997 Molchanov et al.
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atoms. The structures of the three superconductors listed above are characterized
fact that they contain CuO5 groups with shorter Cu–O distances in the cuprate plane
a longer Cu–O distance to the apical oxygen~Jahn–Teller effect!.

We thank Professor E. Kaldis~Zurich, Switzerland! for providing excellent quality
YBa2Cu4O8 single crystals for the structural investigations and M. A. Gosalves~Hels-
inki, Finland! for assisting in the work on the x-ray diffractometer at liquid-heliu
temperatures. This work was made possible by its inclusion in the plans for joint st
between the Russian and Finnish Academies of Science and by financial support fro
Russian Fund for Fundamental Research~Grant No. 96-02-17361!.
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FIG. 5. Temperature dependences of the Cu–O interatomic distances from copper in the cuprate plan
apical oxygen in the Tl phases Tl2Ba2CaCu2O8 ~Ref. 6! and Tl2Ba2Ca2Cu3O10 ~Ref. 7!.
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Single-electron transistor effect in a two-terminal
structure

S. V. Vyshenskia)

Nuclear Physics Institute, Moscow State University, 119899 Moscow, Russia;
Research Center for Quantum Effect Electronics, Tokyo Institute of Technology, 2-12
Tokyo 152, Japan

~Submitted 2 September 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 7, 507–511~10 October 1997!

A peculiarity of the single-electron transistor effect makes it possible to
observe this effect even in structures lacking a gate electrode alto-
gether. The proposed method can be useful for experimental study of
charging effects in structures with an extremely small central island
confined between tunnel barriers~like an .1 nm quantum dot or a
macromolecule probed with a tunneling microscope!, where it is im-
possible to provide a gate electrode for control of the tunnel current.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!01219-X#

PACS numbers: 85.30.Pq, 07.79.Cz

By definition, a device called a ‘‘transistor’’ should have three terminals. One
them~the gate! is meant to control the current flowing between the other two. The s
can be said for the case of a single-electron transistor~SET!. The main objective of this
paper is to prove that just two terminals are sufficient for studying the SET effe
experiment, provided that the voltages applied to these two are held in a specia
Thus in the particular case of the SET, the transistor effect~TE! can be studied in system
which are not transistor devices. Although this simplification may be of no immediate
for the electronics industry, it is of importance for basic physical experiment. H
interesting and physically rich mesoscopic systems can be prepared artificially1 or grown
naturally.2 But the nanometer size of these systems makes fabrication of the gate a
challenging problem~if it is feasible at all!.

We illustrate the main idea using as an example the semi-classical ‘‘orthod
approximation3 for the description of the SET dynamics of systems with a purely tun
conductivity between metallic electrodes. In the closing section we argue that the
two-terminal method is much more generally applicable.

Consider the charge-quantized double-barrier structure in Fig. 1, which is cal
SET. The total chargene confined on the central island is a good macroscopic
observable quantum number provided thate2/C@kBT and R1,2@\/e2.4.1 kV, where
C5C01C11C21Cg . Traditionally a gate with a capacitive couplingCg is present and
allows for modulation of the current flowing between terminalsV1 andV2. The modu-
lation is due to the change in charge induced on the central island by a change in th
voltageVg . This is the conventional TE.

The gate may be absent from a particular structure. In Fig. 1 this case is indicat
540 5400021-3640/97/070540-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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the dashed lines around the gate. Here we can get the same modulation effect by m
use of a ‘‘hidden’’ gate, which is the self-capacitanceC0 of the central island. For this we
introduce a common background2v added to both voltagesV1 andV2 simultaneously.
We will see that by changing the voltagev it is possible to observe the same TE, and
structures on the nanometer scale the efficiency of thisv control is approximately the
same as would be expected for the best possible conventional gate.

Thus we are going to exploit an unusual feature of the SET. When it has a gate~and
looks like a 3-terminal structure! it in fact has 4 terminals. The effective fourth termin
is an infinitely remote point traditionally viewed as having zero potential. When a
does not have a regular gate~and looks like a 2-terminal structure!, it is effectively a
3-terminal device, and it is still possible to observe the TE, this time with a spe
voltage setup.

EFFECTIVE ADDITIONAL GATE

The total chargene confined on the central island~see Fig. 1! determines its elec-
trostatic potentialw(n):

en1qb5Cw~n!2C1V12C2V22CgVg . ~1!

Hereqb is a background charge:qb /C is the contribution to the potentialw of the central
island from charged contaminants present in the vicinity of the island.

Equation~1! implicitly uses a ‘‘fourth terminal.’’ The infinitely remote point used i
the definition of the self-capacitance4 is assumed to be at zero potential. The natu
choice ~employed in Eq.~1!! is to have zero potential on an isolated uncharged bo
This choice fixes the gauge. The zero point of the potential is no longer arbitrary, an
value of the potential~and not just of the potential difference! acquires absolute meaning

In other words, the self-interaction of the central island~measured by the self
capacitance parameter! is equivalent to interaction with a dedicated point of fixed pote
tial. The most natural choice for such a point is at infinity~and the natural choice for th
fixed potential value is zero!. So the existence of this self-interaction is equivalent to

FIG. 1. Charge-quantized double-barrier structure. Junctions with tunnel resistancesR1,2 and capacitancesC1,2

are shown as boxes. The self-capacitanceC0 of the central island is shown as a capacitor connected to a p
with zero potential. The gate with capacitive couplingCg may be absent from the system.
541 541JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 7, 10 Oct. 1997 S. V. Vyshenski
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fact that our system has a very special point with fixed potential. This special poin
be regarded as a ‘‘hidden’’ voltage terminal in our system. We will see that the vo
parameter2v applied to both current terminals is measured relative to precisely
hidden terminal. This can be alternatively regarded as applying a voltage1v to the
hidden terminal, which will imitate one additionalv voltage-driven gate.

ORTHODOX APPROXIMATION

The free-energy costs of increasing (1) or decreasing (2) the initial numbern of
electrons on the central island due to a single-electron tunneling event (n→n61) in
junction 1 or 2 are:

F1,2
6 ~n!5F f2Fi56e@w~n61/2!#7eV1,256~e/C!~qb6e/2

1en1CgVg1C1V11C2V22CV1,2!. ~2!

whereF1,2
6 ,0 (.0) corresponds to an energetically favorable~unfavorable! event. The

dissipation of this energy is part of the tunneling event and distinguishes macros
tunneling~considered here! from textbook quantum mechanical tunneling. For a givenn,
the tunneling rates in each junction are expressed3 by

G1,2
6 ~n!5

2F1,2
6

e2R1,2

1

12exp@F1,2
6 /~kBT!#

. ~3!

A statistical distributionp(n) of charge statesn is established when the extern
voltages are constant. The currentI i through tunneli in the direction fromV1 to V2

equals

I 1,256e(
n

p~n!@G1,2
1 ~n!2G1,2

2 ~n!#, ~4!

where sum goes over alln for which p(n).0. Kirchhoff’s law, I 15I 2, holds in the
steady state and demands that the distributionp(n) should not change in time. More
precisely, simultaneous detailed-balance equations5 should hold for alln:

p~n!G1~n!5p~n11!G2~n11!, ~5!

with G6(n)5G1
6(n)1G2

6(n). For any fixed combination of parametersC0, Cg , C1, C2,
R1, R2, V1, V2, Vg , qb , and T, using Eq.~2! and ~3!, we can solve Eqs.~5! for the
statistical distributionp(n). We can then calculate the currentI from Eq.~4! as a function
of these parameters.

PERIODIC MODULATION OF THE CURRENT

Consider the one-to-one mapping$V1, V2% ↔ $v, V%:

V15V2v, V252v, ~6!

so thatV12V25V always. In experiment this means that the voltagesV1 and V2 are
generated~according to Eq.~6!! by an operational amplifier or computer starting fro
542 542JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 7, 10 Oct. 1997 S. V. Vyshenski
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n.
two independently controlled parameters:V and v. By changingv independently ofV
and other parameters of the system, we hope to reproduce the TE when the gate is
completely (Cg50).

After applying transformation~6! to Eq. ~2!, we get:

F1,2
6 ~n!56~e/C!~6e/21K1,2V1en1q!, ~7!

with K152(C01Cg1C2), K25C1, and partial polarization

q5qb1CgVg1~C01Cg!v, ~8!

recall that the four expressionsF1,2
6 (n) determine the probabilitiesp(n), currentI , and all

other measurable values.

An essential feature of Eq.~7! is that bothq andn enter all four formsF1,2
6 (n) in

exactly the same combinationen1q. As long as all other parameters of the system
kept constant, the simultaneous substitutions

$q→q1e, n→n21% ~9!

leave the combinationen1q invariant. So the whole set of@F1,2
6 (n), G1,2

6 (n), andp(n)#
for all n is covariant with the shift~9!. From Eq.~4! we see that the currentI remains
invariant under the change~9!. And this just means that the current is periodic~Fig. 2! in
q with a period

qperiod5e. ~10!

Note thatK1 andK2 in Eq. ~7! are always different. They even have different sig
Therefore, there can be no periodicity inV.

In traditional~3-terminal! experiments a monotonic change ofq is achieved through
a change of the gate voltageVg . The resulting current modulation with a period

FIG. 2. Single-electron transistor effect. CurrentI , defined by Eq.~4!, versus the partial polarizationq, defined
by Eq. ~8!, at different transport voltagesVC/e in increments of 0.2, starting from 0.2 at the bottom.kBT
50.05e/C, C150.7C, C250.1C, R2 /R1510, R5R11R2.
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is known as the single-electron TE.

Alternatively, the same effect can be obtained if the parameterv is changed with all
the other parameters held constant. From Eqs.~8! and~10! we see that in this case curre
is modulated with a period

vperiod5e/~C01Cg!. ~12!

If both parametersVg andv are changed simultaneously, the current is modula
with the period~10!.

TWO-TERMINAL DEVICE

From Eqs.~7! and ~8! it is clear that the pairs$Cg , Vg% and $C01Cg , v% play
similar roles in SET dynamics. This means that if the system under study lacks a gaCg

completely (Cg50), one can still study the TE experimentally, but now with the para
eter C0 as the effective gate, the parameterv as the effective gate voltage, and th
modulation periodvperiod given by Eq.~12!.

It can often happen that an interesting two-terminal double-barrier structur1 is
fabricated in a way which precludes placing a nearby gate with a sufficiently largeCg .
Indeed, in demonstrating periodic modulation of the tunnel current one usually nee
restrict the voltages to the rangeVg,1 V, just to preserve the mechanical and electri
stability of the systems under study. Larger voltages may cause redistribution o
surrounding charged contaminants~changing the background chargeqb) and trigger pro-
cesses such as electromigration. To haveVg period,1 V, we needCg.0.1 aF. This is hard
to achieve for a central island of small dimensions. If a central island has a radr
.1 nm, as in Refs. 1 and 2, and a gate is separated from it by a distanced, then the gate
capacitance can be estimated asCg.«eff«0pr 2/d. To get Cg,0.1 aF, the separation
should bed.2 nm ~with «eff510). It is very hard to make or find that narrow a sep
ration which is not short-circuited and is not a tunnel junction. Recall that the typ
thickness of a tunnel barrier is about 1 nm.

This challenging goal was achieved in Ref. 2 by a complicated and unpredic
method of gate fabrication. The authors began with lithographic deposition of a gold
having a highly branched form. The gate was isolated from the conducting subs
Then they covered the structure with a Langmuir film, containing conducting clu
molecules with radiusr .1 nm. Some~very few! of the clusters happened to lie on th
substrate within a distanced.2 nm from the gate. Such clusters were sought out wit
scanning tunneling microscope and were then used as the central island of a
~substrate–cluster–microscope tip!. This SET was successfully modulated by the gate
room temperature. An estimate according to Eq.~11! gaveCg50.2 aF.

The self-capacitance of a central island with radiusr 51 nm can be estimated a
C0.«eff«0r .0.1 aF. And Eq.~12! givesvperiod.1 V. In real systems the current lead
can screen off some of the environment from the central island, thus reducingC0 and
increasingvperiod. However, estimates made for known practical setups always ga
reduction ofC0 by a factor of less than 10. Thus from Eq.~12! we can expect a value
vperiod.0.3 V for the same structure. This means that the authors of Ref. 2 might
544 544JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 7, 10 Oct. 1997 S. V. Vyshenski
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demonstratedv modulation with a period~12! at the same room temperature, even wi
out fabricating a complicated gate or searching for a cluster molecule which had
dentally stuck at an appropriate position.

Consider a SET with a quantum dot as the central island.1 Due to spatial quantiza
tion of the wave function of an electron confined on the central island, the total ca
tanceC is no longer constant but depends on the chargene, voltages, temperature, an
the bulk and surface properties of the environment.6 But even with variableC, the energy
cost of tunneling depends on the polarization of the central island, and this polariz
can be achieved by changing the voltagev in a two-terminal device. Thus charge qua
tization in a quantum-dot SET can be controlled by this effective gate.

Other mechanisms of electron transport~like co-tunneling7 or thermal activation
above the trapping barrier8! may contribute to the current. In either case the curren
periodically modulated with respect to the polarization of the central island, which in
can be achieved by changing eitherVg or v.

A similar method can be used to control current through charge-quantized cha
tunnel junctions, in particular, through self-selecting chains of granules in disord
systems.9
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